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INTRODUCTION 
One of the fundamental problems of mathematical statis-
tices involves the estimation of parameters which characterize 
a population from the information contained in a sample. In 
virtue of the fact that many distributions (populations) can 
be characterized by their moments, one general method of esti­
mation involves the solution for the parameter values of esti­
mating equations obtained by equating population moments to 
sample moments. Another general method of estimation involves 
the solution for parameter values of estimating equations ob­
tained by maximizing, with respect to the parameters, the prob­
ability or likelihood function of the sample. Estimates ob­
tained by the method of moments are usually easy to calculate, 
but they may be inefficient, in that more precise estimates 
can be obtained from the same data. Estimates from the method 
of maximum likelihood are, for some populations, the same as 
those from the method of moments. Maximum likelihood esti­
mates are sometimes difficult to calculate and are sometimes 
biased. However, under very general regularity conditions (cf. 
Cramer (1949), pages 500, 504) they are asymptotically unbi­
ased and of maximum precision. That is, in large samples the 
maximum likelihood estimates are unbiased and fully efficient. 
Estimates which are unbiased for small as well as large sam­
ples and are of maximum precision can be obtained by a third 
method of estimation if the population parameters have complete 
sufficient statistics. Since this property is the exception 
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rather than the rule, the method of complete sufficient sta­
tistics is not of general application. Because of its general 
applicability and desirable large sample properties, the 
method of maximum likelihood will be used in our discussion of 
estimation from incomplete data. 
When the parameters which characterize a population or 
distribution are to be estimated from a sample, it is required 
that certain (moment, likelihood) relationships be established 
"between observations in the sample and paramters in the popu­
lation. These relationships will exist only when, in the 
selection of the sample, each observation has the same distri­
bution as the population. That is, these relationships will 
exist only when we take a random sample. 
Now it sometimes happens that a variate value occurring 
in a population is not observable in a sample. For example, 
in a Poisson population of 'number of attacks of subjects ex­
posed to a disease, the zero value is not observable in a 
sample, since exposed subjects with zero attacks are indis­
tinguishable from unexposed subjects. In this case a random 
sample can be obtained only from the truncated or conditional 
Poisson distribution with zero-class missing. In other cases, 
for convenience, perhaps (say, in avoiding measurement of 
extreme values of the variate), a random sample is taken from 
a deliberately truncated distribution. In such examples as 
these we say that, with respect to the untruncated distribu­
3 
tion, we have incomplete truncated data. The estimation of 
the parameters of truncated distributions, or, equivalently, 
the estimation of distribution parameters from incomplete 
truncated data, is part of the present study. One would like 
to avoid having a separate estimating procedure for each pos­
sible type of truncation. 
It also happens that sometimes individual variate values 
occurring in a population are observed only as grouped to­
gether in a sample. Thus, if sample values are obtained by 
the use of some measuring device which has a limited range, 
then all population variate values greater than the maximum 
measurable value—when observed in a sample—are necessarily 
grouped together. The sample provides information only on the 
total number or count of these grouped values. In this case 
a random sample can be obtained only from a grouped or censored 
distribution. We say that, with respect to the ungrouped or 
uncensored distribution, we have incomplete censored data. 
The estimation of the parameters of censored distributions, 
or, equivalently, the estimation of distribution parameters 
from incomplete censored data, is part of the present study. 
Again, one would like to avoid having a separate estimation 
procedure for each possible type of censorship. 
The early work on the estimation of distribution parame­
ters from incomplete data, and much of the later work, is 
characterized by: 1) methods developed are specific to one 
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particular distribution, 2) only special types of incomplete­
ness are considered, and 3) special aid tables are required 
of functions other than distribution areas and ordinates, and 
often depending upon the nature of the incompleteness. 
It is the purpose of this study to describe two pro­
cedures for the estimation of distribution parameters of a 
wide range of distributions, both discrete and continuous, 
from incomplete data of a very general type, requiring in most 
cases only tables of distribution areas and ordinates. 
Both procedures to be described are for maximum likeli­
hood estimation. The first procedure arises from the observa­
tion that the only complicating factor introduced in maximum 
likelihood estimating equations by the incompleteness of the 
data—namely, the derivative with respect to the parameter of 
the cumulative distribution function—can, for many common 
distributions, both discrete and continuous, be expressed in 
terms of the distribution area and ordinate functions. In 
such cases the maximum likelihood equations, seldom giving ex­
plicit expressions for the parameters, can be solved by simple 
iterative, interpolative procedures with the use only of 
tables of distribution areas and ordinates. 
The second estimation procedure is that described by 
Hartley (1958) for discrete distributions and extended by 
Krane (1957) to continuous distributions. Hartley's method is 
extended to continuous distributions here in a way different 
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from that described by Krane, and a unified treatment is 
given for the two cases. In addition, a theorem is proved 
establishing sufficient conditions for the convergence of the 
required iterative procedure. Hartley's method arises from 
the observation that, by introducing "pseudo-frequencies" 
for variate values in the subsets of truncation and censor­
ship (under a system of "proportional allocation"), the maxi­
mum likelihood estimating equations from incomplete data can 
be put into the form of maximum likelihood equations from 
complete data. The latter equations are solved by the usual 
complete data methods. The pseudo-frequencies are calculated 
from proportional allocation equations requiring the use only 
of tables of distribution areas and ordinates. Initial 
estimates of the parameters are used to obtain pseudo-fre-
quencies, and these are substituted in the maximum likelihood 
estimating equations for complete data to obtain improved 
estimates. The process is repeated until convergence, when 
the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are ob­
tained. 
6 
INCOMPLETE DATA 
Introduction 
We shall define incomplete data as a combination of in­
complete truncated data and incomplete censored data. The 
latter two concepts are defined, respectively, in terms of a 
truncated distribution and a censored distribution. These 
distributions are derived from a given or "parent" distribu­
tion. A random sample from a truncated distribution is said 
to constitute incomplete truncated data (incomplete with re­
spect to the untruncated or parent distribution). A random 
sample from a censored distribution is said to constitute 
incomplete censored data (incomplete with respect to the 
uncensored or parent distribution). All these concepts are 
considered in detail below. The discrete case is considered 
separately from the continuous case. It should be noted that, 
with respect to the subsets of truncation T and censorship C, 
the continuous case is not treated in the full generality of 
the discrete case. 
Discrete Case 
Parent distribution 
Let Y be a random variable having a discrete distribution 
with parameter vector ©: 
Pr(Y = y; 0) = p(y; 0), yeR = {O, 1, 2, • • •}, (1) 
7 
Pr (Y £y? 6) = P (y; 9) yeR. (2) 
The probability measure P defined on the set of variate values 
R is said to define the parent distribution. The term 
"parent distribution" is used to distinguish a given distribu­
tion from distributions derived from it, as, for example, 
conditional distributions. 
Truncated (conditional) distribution 
Given the probability measure P defined on the set R by 
Equation 2, and an arbitrary subset T # R, let Y' be a random 
variable having a distribution with parameter vector © such 
that 
Pr(Y'eT; 6) = 0, T % R, (3) 
The random variable Y' is said to have a truncated discrete 
distribution. In the set of variate values R, the subset of 
truncation is the set T. 
Censored (grouped) distribution 
Given the probability measure P defined on the set R by 
Equation 2, and an arbitrary subset C # R consisting of at 
least two elements of R, let Y' be a random variable having a 
distribution with parameter vector © such that 
Pr(Y1 = y'; ©) (4) 
Pr(Y'eC; ©) = 2 p(y; ©) 
yeC 
(5) 
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Pr(Y1 = y'; 0) = p(y'; ©), y1gR-C, (6) 
but Pr(Y' = y'; 0) is undefined for y'eC. The random variable 
Y" is said to have a censored discrete distribution. In the 
set of variate values R, the subset of censorship is the set 
C. 
Random sample 
When we say that a sample of n observations from a given 
distribution is a random sample, we mean that, for each obser­
vation X in the sample, the distribution of X is the same as 
the given distribution. 
Complete data 
A random sample from the parent distribution is said to 
constitute complete data. In the case of complete data, a 
sample of n observations consists of n values from R. For 
each observation X, 
Pr (X = x; 0) = p(x; 0), xeR = ( 0, 1, 2, • • • }, 
(7) 
Pr (X £ x; 0) = P (x; 0), xeR. (8) 
Incomplete truncated data 
A random sample from a truncated distribution is said to 
constitute incomplete truncated data (incomplete with respect 
to the untruncated or parent distribution). In the case of 
incomplete truncated data, a sample of n observations consists 
of n values from R' = R-T. For each observation X, 
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Pr (XeT; 6) = 0, T % R, (9) 
Pr(X = x; ©) = P^x; xeR' = R-T. (10) 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  © )  ]  
yeT 
Incomplete censored data 
A random sample from a censored distribution is said to 
constitute incomplete censored data (incomplete with respect 
to the uncensored or parent distribution). In the case of 
incomplete censored data, a sample of n observations consists 
of, say, m counts from C (where m is a random variable, 0 m 
( n) and n' = n-m values from R' = R-C. For each observation 
X, 
Pr (XeC; ©) = 2 p(y; 6), C # R, (11) 
yeC 
Pr(X = xy 6) = p(x? ©), xeR' = R-C. (12) 
Incomplete data (incomplete truncated and censored data) 
A random sample from a truncated and censored distribu­
tion is said to constitute incomplete (truncated and censored) 
data. In the case of incomplete truncated and censored data, 
a sample of n observations consists of, say, m counts from C 
(where m is a random variable, 0^ m ^  n) and n' = n-m values 
from R1 = R-T-C. For each observation X, 
Pr(XeTf ©) = 0, T m R, (13) 
Pr (XeC; ©) = ylc P^y' C S R-T, (14) 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ?  © )  ]  '  
yeT 
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Pr (X = x; ©)= . p(X? 6) , — , xeR' - R-T-C. (15) 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  e )  ]  
yeT 
Incomplete data, general case (incomplete truncated and cen­
sored data with a finite number of subsets of censorship) 
Let T jjji R and C^, Cg, ' • •, CQ ^ R-T and non-inter­
secting. A sample in which each observation X has the distri­
bution 
Pr(XET; 6) - 0, T = R, (16) 
2 p(y; 9) 
Pr (XeCq; 6) = YfÇg cq =** R~T' 
[1 " yeT P(Y? G) ^ q - 1, 2, • • Q, 
(17) 
Pr (X=x; e) = , xeR' = R-T-2 Ca (18) 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  © ) ]  
yeT 
is said to constitute incomplete (truncated and censored) 
data, general case. Here a sample of n observations consists 
of, say, mg counts from Cg, q = 1, 2, • • •, Q (where the m^ 
are random variables, 0 ^  mg, 2mg ( n), and n' = n - 2rcig 
values from R' = R-T-2Cg. 
Continuous Case 
Parent distribution 
Let Y be a random variable having a continuous distribu­
tion with parameter vector ©: 
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Pr (Ye (y, y+dy) ; 6) - p(y? 0)dy, yeR = (-œ, oo), 
(19) 
Pr(Y<y; 6) = P(y; 6), yeR. (20) 
The probability measure P defined on the set of variate values 
R is said to define the parent distribution. 
Incomplete data, general case (incomplete truncated and cen­
sored data with a finite number of subsets of censorship) 
Let T R, T = 21j, a finite sum of non-degenerate, non-
overlapping intervals; let C^, C^, • • •, CQ §=. R-T, each Cg, 
q = 1, 2, • • •, Q, a finite sum of non-degenerate, non-
overlapping intervals, Cg = 2 Igj, and the Cg non-intersecting, 
A sample in which each observation X has the distribution 
Pr (XeT; 6) = 0, T = 2 Ij ^ R, (21) 
Jr p(y; 6)dy 
Pr (XeCg? 6) = 9 , Cq= 2 Iqj ^ R-T, (22) 
[I - ; P(y, G)dy] q .Jle 2) . . Qj 
p(xy 6)dx 
Pr (Xe (x,x+dx) ; 6) = : , xeR ' =R-T-2 Cq (23) 
[1 - / P(y? ©)dy] 
T 
is said to constitute incomplete (truncated and censored) 
data, general case. Here a sample of n observations consists 
of, say, mq counts from Cg, q=l, 2, • • •, Q (where the mg 
are random variables, 0<(mg, 2 mg <n), and n' - n - 2 
q-
mr 
values from R' =R-T-2C0. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
It was observed above, in the introduction, that the 
early work on the estimation of distribution parameters from 
incomplete data, and much of the later work, is characterized 
by: (1) methods developed are specific to one particular 
distribution, (2) only special types of incompleteness are 
considered, and (3) special aid tables are required of func­
tions other than distribution areas and ordinates, often de­
pending upon the nature of the incompleteness. This is easily 
observed in a survey of the literature. 
Pearson and Lee (1908) consider the normal distribution 
truncated in a single tail, and use the method of moments 
(taking moments about the point of truncation) to obtain an 
estimate of the standardized point of truncation, and, from 
this estimate, estimates of the distribution parameters p., a. 
Two special aid tables required in the estimation procedure 
are given in the paper. 
Fisher (1931) considers the same problem as Pearson and 
Lee (1908), namely the normal distribution truncated in a 
single tail, and shows that the moments estimates for this 
problem are identical to the maximum likelihood estimates. 
Fisher provides special aid tables for his version of the 
estimation procedure and gives asymptotic expressions for the 
variances and covariance of the estimates. 
Tippett (1932) studies the Poisson distribution censored 
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in the upper tail, and uses the method of maximum likelihood 
to obtain an estimate of the Poisson parameter. Nomograms and 
a special aid table are provided for use in the estimation 
procedure. An expression is given for the asymptotic vari­
ance of the estimate. 
Hald (1949) studies the normal distribution censored or 
truncated in a single tail, and derives similar maximum likeli­
hood estimating equations for the two cases. Observations are 
transformed so that the point of truncation is the origin. As 
in the Pearson-Lee and Fisher methods, one obtains from the 
data an estimate of the standardized point of truncation, and, 
from this estimate, estimates of the distribution parameters 
p., c. Hald gives the special aid tables required for the ap­
plication of his method and the estimation of the asymptotic 
variances and covariance of the estimates. 
Gjeddebaek (1949) considers the completely censored nor­
mal distribution, and uses the method of maximum likelihood 
to obtain estimating equations for the normal parameters. He 
provides special aid tables to assist in the solution of the 
estimating equations. Estimates of the asymptotic variances 
and covariance of the estimates are given. 
Finney (1949) considers the binomial distribution trun­
cated in a single tail or in both tails, and applies a method 
of "successive approximations" (system of scoring) to solve 
the maximum likelihood estimating equation for an estimate of 
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the binomial parameter p. An estimate of the variance of the 
estimate is obtained as part of the estimating procedure. 
Finney provides special aid tables to facilitate the use of 
his method. 
Cohen (1949) observes that the tabulated functions in 
the special aid tables of Pearson-Lee and Fisher can be ex­
pressed in terms of normal areas and ordinates, and, as a 
consequence, the estimation procedure can be carried out with­
out the use of special aid tables. Cohen (1950) studies the 
normal distribution, and gives a unified treatment of maxi­
mum likelihood estimation from the following types of incom­
plete data: truncated in a single tail or in both tails, 
censored in a single tail or in both tails separately, cen­
sored in both tails combined. 
Gupta (1952) considers the normal distribution and his 
so-called "Type II" censorship, where the m smallest (greatest) 
observations of a sample of size n are unmeasured. ("Type I" 
censorship is that where all observations smaller (greater) 
than a fixed point of censorship are unmeasured.) He uses the 
method of maximum likelihood and obtains results similar to 
those of Hald (1949), with the smallest (greatest) measured 
observation replacing the fixed point of censorship in all 
formulas. In addition, for problems involving small samples, 
Gupta uses the method of least squares to find best linear un­
biased estimates of the parameters of a normal distribution 
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Type II censored in a single tail, and gives tables of the co­
efficients for the estimates and tables for estimating the 
variances and covariance of the estimates. 
David and Johnson (1952) consider the Poisson distribu­
tion with zero-class missing, and use both the method of 
moments and the method of maximum likelihood to derive esti­
mates of the Poisson parameter. It is shown that the easily 
computed moments estimate is never less than 70% efficient. A 
special aid table is given to facilitate the application of 
the maximum likelihood estimating procedure. In addition, the 
authors consider estimation of the two parameters of the nega­
tive binomial distribution with zero-class missing. They give 
the maximum likelihood estimates, and moments estimates in­
volving the first three sample moments. The moments estimates 
are shown to be very inefficient, due primarily to the use of 
the third sample moment. An iterative procedure is suggested 
for the solution of the maximum likelihood equations, and a 
special aid table is provided to assist in the task. 
Des Raj (1953) studies the Pearson Type III distribution 
expressed in terms of the population mean \x, standard devia­
tion a, and third standard moment ag. The types of incom­
pleteness considered are: truncation in a single tail or in 
both tails, censorship in a single tail or in both tails 
separately, censorship in both tails combined. Both the 
method of maximum likelihood and the method of moments are 
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used to derive estimating equations, and only tables of the 
Pearson Type III areas and ordinates are required for their 
solution. Most results require that be known. 
Moore (1954) uses the method he developed earlier, Moore 
(1952), exploiting an identity satisfied by the Poisson 
parameter, to obtain an easily computed, "almost unbiased" 
estimate for the parameter X of a Poisson distribution trun­
cated in the lower tail, or in the upper tail, or in a middle 
interval. Asymptotic expressions are derived for the vari­
ance of the estimates in the cases: truncation in the lower 
tail and truncation in the upper tail. The estimates are 
recommended as easily obtained estimates or as starting 
values for maximum likelihood solutions. Moore applies the 
same method to estimate the parameter p of a binomial distri­
bution with zero-class missing. 
Cohen (1954) considers the Poisson distribution, and 
gives a unified treatment of maximum likelihood estimation 
from the following types of incomplete data: truncated in a 
single tail or in both tails, censored in a single tail or in 
both tails separately, censored in both tails combined. By 
virtue of the fact that the derivative with respect to the 
Poisson parameter of the cumulative distribution function can 
be expressed in terms of the ordinate function, only tables of 
Poisson areas and ordinates are required in the estimation 
procedure. Estimates of the asymptotic variance of the esti­
17 
mate are derived for the various cases of incompleteness, and 
are easily obtained without the use of special aid tables. 
Rider (1953) considers the Poisson distribution truncated 
in the lower tail, and, introducing "pseudo-frequencies" for 
the missing variate values, uses the method of moments on a 
"completed sample" to obtain an easily computed estimate of 
the Poisson parameter in terms of the first two sample moments. 
Rider1 s estimate reduces to the moments estimate of David and 
Johnson (1952) for the special case of the zero-class missing. 
Rider (1955) uses the same method for an estimate of the 
parameter p of the binomial distribution truncated in a single 
tail, and for estimates of the two parameters of the negative 
binomial distribution with zero-class missing. The negative 
binomial estimates are expressed in terms of the first three 
sample moments, are the same as those given by David and 
Johnson (1952), and, as was shown by David and Johnson, are 
very inefficient. 
Sampford (1955) studies the negative binomial distribu­
tion with zero-class missing, and uses the method of moments 
to obtain estimating equations for the two distribution 
parameters involving only the first two sample moments. In 
contrast to the moments estimates given by David and Johnson 
(1952) for this problem, involving the first three sample 
moments and having low efficiency, the estimates obtained here 
have an efficiency of 80% or better for "all but the most 
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unfavorable combinations of the parameters." But the two es­
timating equations must be solved by trial and error, or 
iteratively. A special aid table is provided to assist in the 
solution. Asymptotic expressions are obtained for the vari­
ances and covariance of the estimates. 
den Breeder (1955) considers the gamma or Pearson Type 
III distribution truncated in a single tail or censored in a 
single tail, and uses the method of maximum likelihood to 
derive an estimating equation for the scale parameter, when 
the other parameter is known, for each of the cases of in­
completeness considered. 
Deemer and Votaw (1955) consider the single parameter 
exponential distribution truncated or censored in the upper 
tail, and use the method of maximum likelihood to obtain an 
estimate of the scale parameter. For the case of censorship 
in the upper tail, an explicit expression for the estimate is 
obtained. A special aid table is provided for the case of 
truncation in the upper tail. In each case an asymptotic ex­
pression for the variance of the estimate is given. 
Sarhan and Greenberg (1956, 1957) extend the small sample 
work of Gupta (1952), considering the normal distribution and 
the one and two parameter exponential distributions with 
Gupta's Type II censorship in a single tail or in both tails 
separately, and use the method of least squares to obtain best 
linear unbiased estimates of the distribution parameters. For 
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each combination of distribution, parameter, type of incom­
pleteness, and sample size, tables of coefficients for the 
appropriate estimate are given for samples of size <( 10. In 
addition, tables of variances and covariances of the esti­
mates are given for the various types of incompleteness con­
sidered for samples of size ^ 10. 
Hartley (1958) develops a method, applicable to any dis­
crete distribution, of reducing the problem of maximum like­
lihood estimation from incomplete data to that from complete 
data. The incompleteness of the data may be of an arbitrary 
type: truncation or censorship in a single tail, or in both 
tails, or in a central section, or combinations of any of 
these are but special cases. The reduction from incomplete to 
complete data is accomplished by the introduction of "pseudo-
frequencies" (under a scheme of "proportional allocation") for 
classes that are missing (truncation) or grouped (censorship). 
An iterative procedure is given for the solution of the esti­
mating equations in which no special aid tables are required. 
Asymptotic variances and covariances of estimates of the dis­
tribution parameters are approximated by certain first order 
divided differences involving derivatives of the log likeli­
hood function. 
Krane (1957) gives an extension of the method of Hartley 
(1958) to continuous distributions. 
Tate and Goen (1958) consider the Poisson distribution 
20 
truncated in the lower tail, and use the method of complete 
sufficient statistics to obtain a minimum variance unbiased 
estimator. In the special case where only the zero-class is 
missing, the estimate is expressed in terms of Stirling num­
bers of the second kind. Special aid tables of Stirling num­
bers of the second kind and of "generalized Stirling numbers" 
are provided to facilitate the evaluation of the estimates. 
Clark and Williams (1960) consider arbitrary continuous 
distributions with arbitrary intervals of censorship, and 
develop a method of estimating the distribution parameters 
from relations obtained by equating certain sample statistics 
to their expected values. The statistics used are described 
as generalizations of the maximum likelihood estimator of the 
scale parameter of an exponential distribution censored in the 
upper tail, and consist of moments about zero of measured 
sample values augmented with weighted mid-point or end-point 
values, one from each interval of censorship. Estimates of 
variances and covariances are derived. The authors state it 
is intuitively clear that the statistics have roughly the same 
efficiency as estimators used in the classical method of 
moments. Two special aid tables are provided to assist in 
the evaluation of a term in the expected values common to all 
distributions. 
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METHOD 1 
Introduction 
The first procedure to be considered for maximum like­
lihood estimation of distribution parameters from incomplete 
data will be designated as Method 1. For incomplete data of 
a very general type from a given distribution, Method 1 in­
volves the solution of maximum likelihood estimating equations 
by simple iterative, interpolative procedures with the use 
only of tables of the distribution areas and ordinates. We 
shall see that the method applies to many common distributions, 
both discrete and continuous. 
Likelihood Function for Incomplete Data 
We consider a parent distribution, unspecified as being 
discrete or continuous. Let Y be a random variable having a 
distribution with parameter vector 0: 
(discrete case) Pr (Y = y; 0) = p(y; 0), yeR = {1, 2, • • • }} 
(24a) 
(continuous case) Pr(Ye(y,y+dy); 0) - p(y; 0)dy, 
yeR = (-co, oo%(24b) 
Pr(Y£y; 0) - P(y; 0), yeR. (25) 
Incomplete data, general case, has already been defined 
(cf. Equations 16, 17, 18; 21, 22, 23) as follows. Let T # R 
and Ci, Cg, • • •, CQ Si. R-T and non-intersecting. (In the 
discrete case T and the C's are arbitrary subsets of R, where­
22 
as in the continuous case they must be finite sums of non-
degenerate, non-overlapping intervals in R.) A random sample 
in which each observation X has the distribution 
Pr(XeT; 6) = 0, T ^ R, (26) 
Pr(YeCa; 6) 
Pr (XeCg; G) = —— = , Ca ^ R-T, (27) 
[1 - Pr(YeT; 6)] 
q = 1, 2, • • Q, 
(discrete case) 
Pr(X = x; 6) = P(x* , xeR' = R-T-2 C„ (28a) 
[1 - Pr (YeT; 9) ] - q 
(continuous case) 
Pr(Xe (x,x+dx) ; 6) = [x e) ] ' xcR' <28b) 
is said to constitute incomplete data, general case. Here a 
sample of n observations consists of, say, mq counts from Cq, 
q = 1, 2, • • •, Q (where the mg are random variables, 0 £mg, 
2 mg <£_n), and n' » n - 2 mg values from R' = R-T-2 Cg. 
The likelihood function for the sample of size n is 
P = P(xi, x2, • • -, xn; 9), 
P - const, fr ») 
mq n. 
f r l  p ( x i -  Q )  
i=l\[1 - Pr(YeT; 
= const 
<3=1 \ [1 - Pr (YeT; 9)] / i   9) ] 
(29) 
. [1 - Pr (YeT; 9) ]"n "ff [Pr(YeCa; 9) P(*, 7 9). 
q-1 i=l 
Thus the likelihood function, apart from a constant factor, 
can be regarded as the product of three terms: one involving 
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the subset of truncation T, one involving the subsets of cen­
sorship Cq, and one involving the .remainder of the range R1 = 
R-T-2 CG. If there is no truncation, then T is the null set 
and the first term reduces to unity. If there is no censor­
ship, then each Cq is null, each mq is zero, and the second 
term is replaced by unity. If there is complete censorship, 
so that R" is null and n1 is zero (and Q is at least 2), then 
the third term is replaced by unity. 
Estimating Equation for One Parameter Distributions 
For simplicity we consider one parameter distributions 
with but a single subset of censorship. Thus the parameter 
vector 6 is a scalar and Q - 1. Let m = m^ and C = C^. Then 
n1 • n-m and R1 = R-T-C. In this case the likelihood function 
is P - P(xi, x2, • • -, xn; 6), 
n1 
P = const. [Pr (YeR-T; 6) ]~n[Pr(YeC; 6) ]m JJ p(x±; 6) . (30) 
i=l 
The log likelihood function L - in P is 
L = const. - n In Pr(YeR-T; 6) + m In Pr(YeC; ©) 
n1 
+ 2 In p(xi; 9). (31) 
i=l 
And the maximum likelihood equation for estimating the param­
eter © is 
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0 = 5e = - n 3e In Pr(YeR-T; ©) + m ^  In Pr(YeC; 6) 
n' d 
+ Z In p(xi? 6) . (32) 
i=l 
Now for certain common discrete distributions (Poisson, bi­
nomial, negative binomial, geometric), and for certain common 
continuous distributions (normal, gamma, exponential, uniform) 
the derivatives 
^ In Pr(YeR-T; 6), ^  In Pr(YeC; 0), ^ In p(y; ©) 
are easily expressed in terms of P(y; 0) and p(y; 0), so that, 
given a value 0' of 0, the quantity dL(©')/d© can be evaluated 
from tables of distribution areas and ordinates alone (no 
special aid tables required). A maximum likelihood estimating 
procedure is, then, as follows: 
(1) From an initial estimate of 6, find ©', ©" such that 
dL(6')/d© and dL(©")/d© are small in absolute value 
and on opposite sides of zero. 
(2) Interpolate between ©' and 6" for 6 such that 
dL(©)/d© = 0. 
The two steps may be repeated with the interpolated value for 
© replacing the initial estimate to obtain a more accurate 
estimate 6 of 6. This is Method 1 for one parameter distri­
butions . 
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Discrete distributions 
For discrete distributions probabilities can be expressed 
as sums of ordinate values, 
Pr(YeR-T; 6) = 1 - 2 p(y; 6), (33) 
yeT 
Pr (YeC; ©) = 2 p(y; 6) , (34) 
yeC 
and therefore the derivatives in the estimating equation are 
d In Pr(YeR-T; 9)/de =[1 - 2 p(y; ©)]~1[- 2 dp(y; e/de], 
yeT yeT 
(35) 
d In Pr(YeC; 6)/de = [ 2 p(y; e)]-1[ 2 dp(y; e)/de]. (36) 
yeC yeC 
Thus, in the discrete case, the maximum likelihood estimating 
equation for the parameter © (cf. Equation 32) from incomplete 
(truncated and censored) data with a single subset of censor­
ship is 
0 = dL/de = n[1 - 2 p(y; 6)J™1[ 2 dp(y; 9)/de] 
yeT yeT 
+ m[ 2 p(y; ©)]""![ 2 dp(y; ©)/d©] 
yeC yeC 
n1 
+ 2 d In p(x^; ©)/d©. (37) 
i=l 
It is clear from the above expression that, for a discrete 
distribution, dL/de can be expressed in terms of P(y; 6), 
p(y; e) if dp(y; e)/de can be so expressed. Note, however, 
that if C (and similarly, T) consists of consecutive values of 
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the variate, say, C = {c1, c'+l, c'+2 c" } , then 
Pr(YeC; 6) = Z p(y; ©) = P(c" y ©) - P(c1 -1; 9) 
Y c 
(38) 
and 
A- 111 Pr (YeC; ©) 
[dp(c"; e)/de - dP(c'-l; e)/de] 
[P (c" ; e) - P (c1 -1; e) ] 
In this case, with T = (tl, t'+l, t'+2, • • •, t" } , the 
estimating equation (cf. Equation 32) becomes 
dL [dP(t"; 6)/de - dP(t'-l; e)/de] 
0 — de = n " 
[1 - P(t"; 6) + P(t'-1; e)] 
[dP (c" ; e)/de - dP(c'-l; e)/de] n' 
It is of interest, then, to have expressions for dP(y; e)/de 
as well as for dp(y; e)/de in terms of P(y; e), p(y; e). We 
give below examples of these expressions for certain discrete 
distributions. 
Poisson distribution 
[P(c" ; e) - P(c1 -1; e) ] 
p(y; A) = e""A Xy/yl, yeR - {o, 1, 2, • • •}. 
(41) 
dp(y; A)/d% = (À-1y - l)p(y; A) 
dP(y; À)/dX = -p(y; X) (43) 
(42) 
Binomial distribution 
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dp(y; N,p)/dp = (1 - P)~1N[(Np)-1y - l]p(y; N,p) (45) 
dP (y; N, p) /dp = -Np(y; N-l,p) (46) 
Negative binomial distribution 
fy+r—1\ » 
p(y; r,p) = jpr (1 - P)y, yeR = (o, 1, 2, • • 'f. 
(47) 
dp (y: r,p)/dp = -p^r [r"1 (1-p) "xpy - l]p(y; r,p) (48) 
dP (y; r,p) /dp = p-Ir [P(y; r,p) - P(y-1; r+l,p) ] (49) 
y-i 
dp(y; r,p)/dr = [In p + 2 l/(r+z) ]p(y; r,p) (50) 
z=0 
y t-1 
dP(y; r,p)/dr = (ln p)P(y; r,p)+ 2 [ 2 l/(r+z) ]p(t; r,p) 
t=0 z=0 (51) 
Geometric distribution 
P(y: 6) - 6(1 - 6)y-1, yeR = {l, 2, 3, • • •}. 
(52) 
dp (y; 9)/de = -ô"1 (1-©)-*1 (ey-1) p(y; 6) (53) 
dP(y; ©)/d© • (1-©) -1y[l - P(y; ©) ] (54) 
Continuous distributions 
For simplicity in considering the continuous case, in 
addition to restricting ourselves to one parameter distribu­
tions with a single subset of censorship, we let both T and C 
consist of a "sum" of but a single interval. Denote T by 
(t1, t") and C by (c1, c"). We can write the probabilities 
occurring in the estimating equation (cf. Equation 32) as 
Pr(YeR-T; 6) = 1 - P(t"' ©) + P(t'; ©), (55) 
Pr(YeC; ©) - P(c"; ©) - P(c'; 6). (56) 
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Therefore, the derivatives in that equation are 
, [-dP(t"; 6)/de + dP(t1 ; e)/de] 
-SL In Pr (YeR-T; 0) = , (57) 
de [1 - P(t"; e) + P(t'; e)] 
[dP(c"; e)/de - dP(c'; 6)/de] 
À LN PR(YEC; 6) [P(C-, e) -xc, .)] (58) 
Thus, in the continuous case, the maximum likelihood estimat­
ing equation for the parameter 6 (cf. Equation 32) from in­
complete (truncated and censored) data with a single subset of 
censorship is 
n _ ÇlL _ n[dP(t" ; e)/de - dP(t' ; e)/de] 
u - de -
[1 - P(t"; 6) + P(t'; e)] 
+ m[dP(c" ; e) /de - dP(c' ; e) /de] 
[P(c"; e) - P(c'; e) ] 
n' d 
+ 2 dë ln p(xi? e) • (59) 
i=l 
It is clear from the above expression that, for a continuous 
distribution, dL/de can be expressed in terms of P(y; e), 
p(y; 6) if dP(y; e)/de and dp(y; e)/de can be so expressed. 
Equation 59 should be compared with its discrete counterpart, 
Equation 40. Below we give examples of dp(y; 6)/de and 
dP(y; e)/de for certain continuous distributions. 
Normal distribution 
,  .  1  - h [ ( y  - u . ) / o ] 2  
P(y;H,o) = 6 J yeR = (~°° ^ °°) • (60) 
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dp(yy p., cr)/Bp. = a_1[ (y-p.) / a]p(y; p., a) (61) 
dP(y; p., a)/dp. = -p(y; p., a) (62) 
dp(y; p.,a)/da » a_1( [ (y-p.) / a]2-l)p(y? p.,a) (63) 
dP(y; p.,a)/da = -[ (y-p.) / a]p(y; p.,a) (64) 
Gamma distribution 
1 et—1 _y/B 
P(y; ct,P) = y e , yeR = (0, co ) . (65) 
Ra)pa 
dp(y; a,P)/da = [ln(y/p) - ["' (a)/ |~~(a) ] p(y; a,P) (66) 
ry dP(y; a,P)/da= / (ln t)p(t; a,P) dt 
0 
-[mp +p (a)/ Ha) l P(y; a,P) (67) 
dp(y; a,p)/dp = p -1a[ (aP) -1y - 1] p(y; a,p) (68) 
dP(y? a,p)/dp = -P-1y p(y; a,p) (69) 
Exponential distribution 
p(y; 6) = (l/e) e~^6, yeR = (0, co ) . (70) 
dp(y: e)/de = e™1(e-1y-i)p(y; e) (71) 
dp(y; e)/de = -e_1y p(y; e) (72) 
Uniform distribution 
p(y; e) « l/e, yeR - (o, e). (73) 
dp(y; e)/de = -6-1p(y; 6) (74) 
dP(y; e)/de = -e~1yp(y; e), y <e. (75) 
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Variance of the Estimate 
The maximum likelihood estimate © of the distribution 
parameter © is the solution of the maximum likelihood estimât-
A 
ing equation. The asymptotic variance of © can be approxi­
mated by 
V(©) - -[d2L/d©2]"1A. (76) 
©=© 
N O A A 
The second derivative d L/de , and hence V(6), can be ex­
pressed in terms of P(y; e), p(y; 6) in the same manner as the 
first derivative dL/de is so expressed. In the discrete case 
for arbitrary T, C, we differentiate Equation 37 with respect 
to © to obtain an expression for d2L/de2. In the discrete case 
where T, C consist of consecutive values of the variate, we 
differentiate Equation 40. In the continuous case, we dif­
ferentiate Equation 59. For the continuous case we have 
2 
= n [d2P(t"; 6)/de2 - d2P(t'; e)/de2] 
de 
[i - p(t"; e) + p(t' 7 e) ] 
+ n [dP(t"7 e)/de - dp (t17 e)/de]2 
[l - p(t"7 e) + p(t'? e)]2 
+ m [d2p(c"7 e)/de2 - d2P(c'7 e)/de2] 
[P(Cu7 e) - P(C« 7 e)] 
- » tap(c"; »)/*> - dP(C e)/ae]2 +"' _a£ ln p( 6)-
[p(c" 7 e) - p(c' 7 ©) ]2 i=ide2 1 
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For Two Parameter Distributions 
In the definition of the parent distribution (Equations 
24a, 24b, 25) we have two coordinates for the parameter vector 
© = (©i, ©2>. The maximum likelihood estimating equations are 
given by 
0 = dL/d©! = Lj_ (©!, ©2), (78) 
0 = dL/d©2 = L2(61, 62) (79) 
(cf. Equations 32; 37, 40; 59). An iterative, interpolative 
procedure to solve the two equations simultaneously for the 
zs ~ 
maximum likelihood estimates (6^, 6^) from starting values 
(approximate solutions)(^©^, 0©2) is as follows. Let 
1&2 be the solution of L2(Q©I, ©2) = 0, 
2©2 be the solution of L^fe^, ^©2) = 0, 
2©2 be the solution of L2(1©1, ©2) = 0, 
2©2 be the solution of L^(©^, 2©2) = 0. 
Then 
(j©2_, i®2^ > ^2®1' 2®2^ satisfy L^(©^, ©2) — 0; 
-]_®2) > (2®2^ satisfy L2(©-^, ©2) = 0. 
Approximate the two curves L^(©^, ©2) = 0 and L2(©^, ©2) = 0 
in the vicinity of the solution (©^, ©2) by straight lines. 
We obtain, respectively, 
(©2 - 2©2) = [ (2©2 ~ ie2^^2el ~ iei) 1 (®i - 2®i^ » (®0) 
(d2 ~ 2e2^ = C (2e2 "" le2)/(lel ~ 06l) 1 (el ~ lel) • (81) 
Simultaneous solution of these equations yields improved esti-
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mates (6|, 9^) 
6- = 1*1'2*1 ' 191' _ 2*1(161 " 0*1' ( (82) 
1 (2®1 " lel'"(lel " 0*1 ' <2*1 " 161)-(161 - O*!1 
1*2*2*1 " 161) 2*2*1*1 " 0*1) 
0 1 — ————————————————— — 
2 *201 ~ lel)-(l6l " Oel) (2el " l6l)~(l9l ~ O0l) 
This is equivalent to solving 
*i * 1*1 0 " (161 " 0*1> 
2*1-1*1 (2*l-l*l)-(l*l-0*l) ' 
e2 - le2 0 " (i6i - o*l) 
. (83) 
(84) 
(85) 
2*2 ' 1*2 (2®1 " l*l' "Vi _ o®l' 
or interpolating in the table (Table 1). 
Table 1. Interpolation for improved estimates (9^, 6^) 
92 9^ from L-^ (9^,92) -0 9^ from L2(9^,92)=0 Difference 
le2 161 061 (l6l ~ 0®l) 
2*2 2*1 1*1 (2*1 " 1*1* 
_®2 ®i 0 
We may take the improved estimates (9£, 9^) as the estimates 
A A 
(e^, 92), or repeat the whole procedure with (9j[, 9^) replac­
ing the starting values (0©ij Q@2). This is Method 1 for two 
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parameter distributions. 
A A 
The maximum likelihood estimates (©^, 6^) of the param-
eters (e^, ©2) are the values satisfying simultaneously the 
two estimating equations. The asymptotic variance-covariance 
A A 
matrix of (6^, ©2) can be approximated by 
The second partial derivatives, and hence the estimated asym­
ptotic variances and covariance, can be expressed in terms of 
P(y; 0), p(y; ©) in the same manner as the first derivatives 
dL/d©^, dL/d©2 are so expressed (cf. Equations 37, 40, 59; 77). 
V(61) Cov(©^, ©2) 
A A A T A A 
Cov(©2, ©x) V(©2) 
-1 
d2L/B©2d©1 d2L/d©2 
(86) 
(®l»e2^ =*6l,e2^ 
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METHOD 2, HARTLEY'S METHOD 
The second procedure to be considered for maximum like­
lihood estimation of distribution parameters from incomplete 
data will be designated as Method 2, Hartley's method, See 
Hartley (1958). For incomplete data of a very general type 
from a given distribution, Hartley's method involves the com­
putation of "pseudo-frequencies" for variate values in the 
subsets of truncation and censorship, and solution of maximum 
likelihood estimating equations for complete data, in an 
iterative procedure using only tables of distribution areas 
and ordinates. The method applies to any distribution, dis­
crete or continuous, whose maximum likelihood estimating equa­
tions for complete data are solvable. 
Our discussion here will parallel that given above for 
Method 1, and reference should be made to that discussion for 
omitted details. Consider a parent distribution, unspecified 
as being discrete or continuous, with parameter vector 
© - (6p • • *, ©g, • • •, ©s) as described in Equations 24a, 
24b, 25. Incomplete data, general case, is defined above with 
the aid of Equations 26, 27, 28a, 28b. For simplicity we con­
sider distributions with but a single subset of censorship. 
Our sample of size n consists of, say, m counts (0 <m <( n) from 
the subset of censorship C and n" - n-m values from the un-
truncated, uncensored set R' = R-T-C. In both the discrete 
and continuous cases, the maximum likelihood equations for 
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estimating the parameter vector © = (©^, • • •, ©g, ' ' ©s) 
from incomplete (truncated and censored) data are (cf. Equa­
tion 32) 
0 = = ~n - Pr (YeT; ©) ] + m In Pr (YeC; ©) 
(87) 
n d 
+ .2 5ë~ ln P(xi? e), s = l, 2, • • s. 
i=l s 
Let fy represent the observed frequency of the variate value y 
for yeR' • R-T-C. In the continuous case, by using a quadra­
ture formula approximation, we can write 
Pr (YeT; ©) = 2 Wy p(y; ©), (88) 
yeT 
Pr(YeC; ©) = 2 Wy p(y; ©), (89) 
yeC 
where the Wy are "weights". In the discrete case the above 
expressions are exact with all Wy equal to unity. When these 
expressions are introduced into the estimating equations, we 
have (cf. Equation 37) 
dL _i 
0 = = n[l - 2 w p(y; ©)]" [ 2 w dp(y; ©)/B©s] 
yeT yeT 
+ m[ 2 Wy p(y; ©) ]-1[ 2 wy dp(y; 6)/d©g] 
yeC yeC (90) 
+ 2 fy In p(y; ©), s = 1, 2, • • •, S. 
yeR' s 
Now define "pseudo-frequencies" f£. for yeT, C by "proportional 
allocation" as follows 
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f ' = n[l - 2 wz p(z; 6) ]-1[wy p(y; 6)], yeT, (91) 
" zgT 
f' = m[ 2 wz p(z; 6)]-1[wy p(y; 6) ], yeC. (92) 
y zeC 
Substitution of these quantities into the estimating equations 
gives 
0 = ^= vfT Aln e) + s fY illn 6) 
(93) 
+ 2 fv Sft™ In P(y; e), S = 1, 2, • • •, s. 
yeR" y 
This is the form of the maximum likelihood equations for com­
plete data. Hartley's iterative maximum likelihood estimating 
procedure is, then, as follows. 
1. From an initial estimate Qe ='(06i> ' ' '» o6s' ' ' ' > 
Q©g) of 6, find the pseudo-frequencies fy = f£.(0©) for yeT, C. 
2. Using the observed frequencies fy, yeR' = R-T-C, and 
the pseudo-frequencies f^. for yeT, C from Step 1, solve the 
estimating equations for completed data, 0 = dL/des = 
d L (0; Q6)/D©G, s = l ,  2 ,  •  •  * ,  S ,  f o r  a n  i m p r o v e d  e s t i m a t e  
2© - (^e^, * • ', ' ' ', i@g) of 6. Continue Steps 1 and 
2 until convergence Q©, ^©, • • • —> © such that 
0 ,  s - l ,  2 ,  •  •  • ,  S .  dL(6)/d©s = dL (©; ©) /B©a 
This is Method 2, Hartley's method. 
Hartley (1958) describes a method for obtaining estimates 
of the variances and covariances of the maximum likelihood 
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estimates © = (6^ ' , © , ' • •t ©s). We consider only 
the cases of one and two coordinate parameter vectors 6. In 
the one parameter (one coordinate) case, if ^© is an iteration 
estimate of the scalar ©, but not equal to ©, then dL(^6)/ de = 
dL (©; he)/de 
6-h0 
point e = e by 
4 0, and d2L/de2 can be approximated at the 
[d2L/de2]Q_A = [dL(e)/de - dL(he)/de]/(e - he) (94) 
= -[dL(^6)/d©]/(© - ^ 6), 
whence the variance of the maximum likelihood estimate ê can 
be approximated by (cf. Equation 76) 
V(©) - (6 - h©)/[dL(h6)/d6] . (95) 
In the two parameter case, © - (©]_, ©2), the asymptotic vari-
A A 
ance-covariance matrix of (6^, ©2) can be estimated by 
(cf. Equation 86) 
-1 
B2L/B©2 d2L/de1de, 
Ô2L/ÀE2ÀE1 d2L/de2 
e=e 
de^/dL^ de^/dL2 
de2/dL^ deg/dLg 
where L% = dL/de^ and L2 = dL/de2. Finite differences are 
used to obtain approximations de^/dL^, 3©{/dL2 = de^TdL^, 
A 
e=e 
(96) 
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de2/dL2 of dej^/dL!, de1/dL2 =• d©2/dL^, B©2/dL2 at the point 
(©i, ©2) = (©]_, ©2), whence we have the estimated variance-
/\ A 
covariance matrix of (e^, ©2) as 
~V(©l) Gov(©!, ©2) 
Cov(©2, ©x) v(©2) 
The method is described in detail in Hartley (1958). 
d©i/dL^ d©j/BL2 
d©2/dL^ d©2/dL2 
(97) 
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APPLICATION OF METHODS 1, 2 
Application to the Poisson Distribution 
The Poisson parent distribution is defined in Equation 41. 
For incomplete (truncated and censored) data with a single 
subset of censorship, we have T §= R = {o, 1, 2, • • • } and 
C m R-T, T and C otherwise arbitrary. A sample of n observa­
tions consists of, say, m counts from C(0 <^m <^n) and n' = n-m 
values from R' = R-T-C. Using the values of the Poisson 
derivatives dp(y? A)/dA, d In p(y; A)/dA from Equation 42 in 
the general expression for the maximum likelihood estimating 
equation (Equation 37), we obtain the estimating equation for 
the Poisson parameter 
o = §£ - n [-1 + A""1 2 yp(y; A) ] 
aA yeT 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  A ) ]  
YeT 
[A -1  2 yp(y; A)] _ 
+ m + (n-m) ^  , (98) 
[ 2 p(y; A)] 
yeC 
_ n1 
where x = (l/n1) 2 x.. For the special case where T and C 
i=l 
consist of consecutive values, T - {t1, t'+l, t1+2, • • •, t"} 
and C = {c1, c'+l, c1+2, • • •, c"}, we use the value for the 
Poisson derivative dP(y; A)/dA from Equation 43 in the general 
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expression, Equation 40, to obtain the simplified estimating 
equation 
_ dL [p(t'-l; X) - p(t"; X)] 
0 = dX = n 
[1 - P(t"; X) + P(t1-1; X)] 
(99) 
[p(c'-1; X) - p(c"; X)] 
+ m + (n-m) (X~^-l) . 
[P(c"; X) - P(c'-1; X)] 
The maximum likelihood estimate X of the parameter X is ob­
tained as the solution of the estimating equation. An esti­
mate of the variance of ft is obtained as described in the sec­
tion "Variance of the Estimate" of the chapter entitled 
"METHOD 1". 
Cohen (1954) gives the maximum likelihood estimating 
equations and asymptotic variance estimates for the special 
cases of incomplete data (1) singly truncated in the lower 
tail, T = { o ,  1, 2, • • -, t}, C » null; (2) singly truncated 
in the upper tail, T - {t, t+1, t+2, • • •}, C = null; (3) 
doubly truncated in the tails, T = {0, 1, 2, • • •, t'} + 
{t", t"+1, t"+2, • • C = null; (4) singly censored in the 
lower tail, T = null, C = {0, 1, 2, • • •, c \ ; (5) singly 
censored in the upper tail, T = null, C ={c, c+1, c+2, • • *1 ; 
(6) double censored in the tails combined, T = null, 
C = {o, 1, 2, • • •, c ' \  +  {c", c"+l, c"+2, • • ; (7) doubly 
censored in the tails separately, T = null, 
Ci = {0, 1, 2, • • -, c'}, C2 ={c", c"+l, c"+2, • • •>, mi 
counts from C]_, m2 counts from C2. 
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Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
frequencies f^. for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; A) is obtained from Equation 41), 
and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating equation 
(Equation 93) , with the value of d In p(y; A)/dA obtained from 
Equation 42. The estimating equation simplifies to 
2 y£' + 2 yfy + 2 yfy 
yeT y yeC yeR' 
A = . (100) 
2 f ' + 2 f * + 2 fy 
yeT yeC y yeR' 
Let ^A be an iteration estimate of A. If %A is substituted 
for A in the expressions for fy, yeT, C, and these values are 
substituted in the right-hand side of Equation 100 to define 
the function Çf(^A) , then Hartley's iterative procedure can be 
expressed compactly as 
h+1* " <%*> • (Ml) 
The maximum likelihood estimate ft is the limit approached by 
these iterates. Hartley's estimate of the variance of A is 
obtained as described in the chapter entitled "METHOD 2, 
HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
Application to the Binomial Distribution 
with Numerical Example 
The binomial parent distribution is defined in Equation 
44. Let the incomplete data involve but a single subset of 
censorship. Using the values of the binomial derivatives 
dp(y; N,p)/dp, d In p(y; N,p)/dp from Equation 45 in the 
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general expression for the maximum likelihood estimating equa­
tion (Equation 37), we obtain the estimating equation for the 
binomial parameter p when N is known 
_ (1-P) dL [-1 + (Np)"1 2 yp(y; N,p) ] 
0= N dp = * yeT 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  N , p )  ]  
yeT 
[ (Np) _1 2 YP(y: N,p) ] 
+ m ycc + (g)3 , (102) 
[ 2 p(y; N,p) ] 
yeC 
n1 
where sr = (l/n*) 2 x^. For the special case where T and C 
i=l , x 
consist of consecutive values, T - \t', t'+l, t1+2, * • *, t"r 
and C = {c', c'+l, c1+2, * • •, c"}, we use the value of the 
binomial derivative dP(y; N,p)/dp from Equation 46 in the 
general expression, Equation 40, to obtain the simplified es­
timating equation 
n _ I dL _ [p(f-l? N—1, p) - p(t" ; N-l, p) ] 
u " N dp " 11 
+ m 
[l-P(t" ; N,p) + P(t'-1; N,p) ] 
[p(c'-l; N-l,p) - p(c" ; N-l,p) ] 
[P(c" ; N, p) - P (c 1 -1; N,p) ] 
+ jlEp)" t'1®)"1 x - 1], (103) 
The maximum likelihood estimate p of the parameter p is ob­
tained as the solution of the estimating equation. An esti­
43 
mate of the variance of jB is obtained as described in th= sec­
tion "Variance of the Estimate" of the chapter entitled 
"METHOD 1". 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
frequencies f^, for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; N,p) is obtained ^rom Equation 
44), and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating 
equation (Equation 93), with the value of d In p(y; N,p)/dp 
obtained from Equation 45. The estimating equation simpli­
fies to 
2 yfy + 2 yf' + 2 yfy 
p = i . (104) 
2 fy + 2 + S f 
yeT yeC Y yeR' 
The maximum likelihood estimate p of the binomial parameter p 
is the limit approached by the iterates %p in Hartley's two 
A 
step iterative procedure. The asymptotic variance of p is 
estimated as described in the chapter entitled "METHOD 2, 
HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
Hartley (1958) gives the following example (Table 2) to 
illustrate the application of Method 2 to the complete cen­
sored binomial distribution. 
Table 2. Binomial distribution, completely censored 
0 12 
Variate values y 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
fy 
Observations mi - 14 m2 — 73 m3 * 19 n = 106 
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It is desired to estimate the parameter p from the completely 
censored binomial distribution with parameters N - 8 and p. 
In the sample of n = 106 observations there are m^ =14 counts 
from C]_ = -^c^ = 0, 1, 2 = c^}, m2 = 73 counts from C2 = 
|c2 = 3, 4, 5, = c2]y and mg = 19 counts from Cg = {c^ = 6, 7, 
8 = Cg}. R= + C2 + Cg. Hartley's estimating equation is 
obtained from Equations 92, 44; 93, 45 and is 
0 = (1-P) d|= p [yfCi yfy + yfC2 y4 + ^  yfy] 
-  N [  2  f y  +  2  f y  +  2  f '  ] .  ( 1 0 5 )  
yecx yec2 yeC3 y 
This simplifies to (cf. Equation 104) 
I 
2 yfy + 2 yfy + 2 yfy 
yGCx y yec2 y y€c3 y 
The results of Hartley's iterative procedure are summarized in 
A A 
Table 3. We obtain p = 0.518. The variance of p is esti­
mated from Equation 95. In that expression %p = XP = 0.5160 
and p = 0.5177. The derivative dL(hP)/dp is obtained from 
Equations 92, 105. We find 
V(p) = 0.000353. (107) 
The same sample will be worked by Method 1. From Equation 103 
we write the estimating equation as 
_ 1 dL P(cV; N-l,p) [p(c'-l; N-l,p)-p(c%; N-l,p)] 
N dp = -Inl ; + nu i 
P(cJ; N,p) 1 [P(c2; N,p) - P(c^-1; N,p) ] 
+ ™3 P(C^-1; f'1'"' . (108) 
[1 - P(C3-1; N,p) ] 
Table 3. Method 2 ,  Hartley's method, to obtain p 
h hP y=0 12345678 Total 
0 1 4 9 23 26 24 12 5 2 106 
1 0.516 
1 0.34 2.89 10.77 21.04 28.04 23.92 14.03 4.30 0.57 105.90 
2 0.5174 
2 0.34 2.88 10.78 20.92 28.03 24.05 14.10 4.33 0.57 106.00 
3 0.5177 
p = 0.518 
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The results of Method 1 are summarized in Table 4. We obtain 
by interpolation p • 0.518. 
Table 4. Method 1 to obtain p 
Trial p dL(p)/dp 
.5 45.405 421 
.52 - 5.403 568 1 
p - .5179 0 
.51 20.010 874 
The variance of p is estimated from Equation 76. In that ex 
pression d2I/dp2 is obtained by differentiating Equation 40. 
With the help of Equations 45, 46, d2L/dp2 can be written as 
^ = mj. N(N-D K-2.P) + p(°l' N-2,p)] 
dp P(cï; N,p) 
2 [P(cïî N-l, p) ] 2 
- m-L N ± 
[P(cï; N,p) ]2 
+ 11*2 N(N-l) [p(C2™2; N-2,p) - p(Cg-l7 N-2,p) 
-pfCg-l; N-2,p) + p(Cg7 N-2,p)] 
fP(c2* N,p) - P(c^—17 N,p) ] 
- m2 N2 ^p(c2"1? N-l,p) - p(C2? N-l,p)]2 
[P (c2 7 N, p) - P(c2-l7 N, p) ]2 
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+ mg N (N-l) [p(cg-2; N-2,p) - p(c3-l; N-2,p) ] 
[1-P(C3-1; N,p) ] 
N2 [Ptcj-l: N-l,p)]2 _ 
[1 - .Ptcj-l; N,p) ]2 
(109) 
We find 
V(p) = 0.000 393. (110) 
Application to the Negative Binomial Distribution 
The negative binomial parent distribution is defined in 
Equation 47. Let the incomplete data involve but a single 
subset of censorship. Without special aid tables of sums of 
reciprocals, the expressions for dp(y; r,p)/dr and 
dP(y; r,p)/dr given above (Equations 50, 51) are not simple, 
except in the case where y = 0. As a consequence, the maxi­
mum likelihood estimating equation 0 = dL/dr is not a simple 
expression unless T = {o } and C = null. Therefore, estimation 
by Method 1 involving the parameter r will be discussed only 
for this case. Using the values of the negative binomial 
derivatives dp(y; r,p)/dp, d In p(y; r,p)/dp from Equation 48 
in the general expression for the maximum likelihood estima­
ting equation (Equation 37), we obtain the estimating equation 
for the negative binomial parameter p when r is known 
[-1 + r-l(l-p)-lp 2 yp(y; r,p) ] 
yeT 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  r , p )  ]  
yeT 
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r~1(l-p) -1p 2 yp(y? r,p) 
+ " rr , Y£C,1 + — <U1, [ 2 p(y,- r,p) J r(l-p) 
yeC 
n1 
where x = (1/n1) 2 x^. For the special case where T and C 
i=l 
consist of consecutive values, T - {t ', t '+1, t'+2, • • *, t"}-
and C = {c1, c'+l, c'+2, • • •, c"}, we use the value of the 
negative binomial derivative dP(y; r,p) /dp from Equation 49 in 
the general expression, Equation 40, to obtain the simplified 
estimating equation 
[P(t'-1; r,p) - P(t"; r,p) 
dL n -P(t'-2; r+l,p) + P(t"-1; r+l,p)] 
[1 - P(t"; r,p) + P(t1 -1; r,p) ] 
0 r dp 
[P (c1 -1; r,p) - P(c" ; r,p) 
m -P(c' -2; r+l,p) + P(c"-1; r+l,p) ] 
[P(c"; r,p) - P(c'-1; r,p) ] 
+ (n-m)[r_1(1-p)p x - 1]. (112) 
The maximum likelihood estimate p of the parameter p is ob­
tained as the solution of the estimating equation. An esti­
mate of the variance of p is obtained as described in the sec­
tion "Variance of the Estimate" of the chapter entitled 
"METHOD 1". 
For the special case in which T * {o }• and C = null we 
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consider the joint estimation by Method 1 of the two param­
eters p, r. The estimating equations for this case are (cf. 
Equations 78, 79) 
nr nX" 0 = = , 
°p P(l-P ) (1-P) 
(113) 
o =-|? - X°rf + s [ S 1/(r+z) ], (114) 
Xi -1 
(1-Pr) i=l z=0 
where (l-pr) = 1 - p(0; r,p). The maximum likelihood esti­
mates p,r of the parameters p,r are the values satisfying 
simultaneously the two estimating equations. The asymptotic 
variance-covariance matrix of p,r can be approximated by (cf. 
Equation 86) 
-1 A , A A. 
V(p) Cov(p,r) 
A A A A A 
Cov(r,p) V (r) 
d2L/dp2 d2L/dpdr 
d2L/drdp d^L/dr2 
(115) 
(P,r)=(P,r) 
where 
o L _ nr f (r+1) pr-11 
dp2 p2(l-pr)2 
+ 
nx 
(1-P) 
(116) 
- n[rpr In p - pr + 11 
pd-pr,2 
(117) 
n x*"1 
T  "  .2 (1 — pr) i—1 z—0 
These estimating equations and the variance-covariance 
0 = npr (In p^ _ I f 2 1/(r+z) 2]. (118) 
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estimates were given by David and Johnson (1952) and also by 
Sampford (1955). 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
frequencies fy for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; r,p) is obtained from Equation 
47), and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating 
equations (Equations 93), with the values of d In p(y; r,p)/dp 
and d In p(y; r,p)/dr obtained from Equations 48, 50. The 
estimating equations simplify to 
- [ 2 f' + 2 f' + 2 fy], (119) 
yeT " yeC yeR1 
0 * 57 = (In P)[ 2 f' + 2 f' + 2 f ] 
yeT y yeC yeR' * 
y-l y-l 
+ [ 2 fy (2 l/(r+z)) + 2 fy ( 2 l/(r+z)) 
yeT z=0 yeC z=0 
Y-l x 
+ 2 fy f 2 l/(r+z)) ]. (120) 
yeR' z=0 
The maximum likelihood estimates p,r of the parameters p,r are 
the limits approached by the iterates hp, hr in Hartley's two 
step iterative procedure. The asymptotic variance-covariance 
/\ A 
matrix of p,r is estimated as described in the chapter en­
titled "METHOD 2, HARTLEY'S METHOD". Hartley (1958) gives a 
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worked example of two parameter estimation from the negative 
binomial distribution with zero-class missing. He compares 
his result with that of Sampford (1955) for the same example. 
Application to the Geometric Distribution 
The geometric parent distribution is defined in Equation 
52. Let the incomplete data involve but a single subset of 
censorship. Using the values of the geometric derivatives 
dp(y; 6)/de, d In p(y; 6)/de from Equation 53 in the general 
expression for the maximum likelihood estimating equation 
(Equation 37), we obtain the estimating equation for the geo­
metric parameter 6 
0 - - 6(1-6) § = n f-1 + 6 vfT yfr' 91 ' 
[ 1 - 2  p ( y ;  e ) ]  
yeT 
+ m[e 2 yp(y; 6) ] 
+ (n-m)ex, (121) 
[ 2 p(y; e) ] 
yeC 
_ n' 
where x = (1/n1) 2 x^. For the special case where T and C 
i=l 
consist of consecutive values, T = {t1, t'+l, t'+2, • • •, t"} 
and C = {c*, c'+l, c'+2, • • •, c"}, we use the value of the 
geometric derivative dP(y; e)/de from Equation 54 in the 
general expression, Equation 40, to obtain the simplified 
estimating equation 
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0 . -e(i-e)^ = ne [(f-DÇi - P(f-i; e)]-t"[i - p(t", e) ] 
de [1 - P(t"; e) + P(t1-1; e)] 
me (c'-l)fl - P(c1 -1 ; 6) ] - c" [1 - P(c"; e) ] 
[p(c"7 e) - p(c'-i; e] 
+ (n-m) (ex - 1) . (122) 
The maximum likelihood estimate ê of the parameter 6 is ob­
tained as the solution of the estimating equation. An esti­
mate of the variance of e is obtained as described in the 
section "Variance of the Estimate" of the chapter entitled 
"METHOD 1". 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
frequencies fy for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; e) is obtained from Equation 52), 
and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating equation 
(Equation 93), with the value of d In p(y; 9)/de obtained from 
Equation 53. The estimating equation simplifies to 
[ 2 f ' + 2 f ' + 2 f ] 
o = yeT J yeC yeR' 
; 1 (123) 
[ 2 yf + 2 yfy + 2 yfy] 
yeT yeC yeR' 
The maximum likelihood estimate 6 of the geometric distribu­
tion parameter 6 is the limit approached by the iterates ^e 
in Hartley's two step iterative procedure. The asymptotic 
A 
variance of 6 is estimated as described in the chapter en­
titled "METHOD 2, HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
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Application to the Normal Distribution 
with Numerical Example 
The normal parent distribution is defined in Equation 60. 
Let the incomplete data involve single intervals of truncation 
and censorship. Using the values of the normal derivatives 
dP(y; p., a) /dp., dP(y; p.,a) /da, d In p(y; p.,a) /Bp., 
d In p(y; p., a) /da from Equations 62, 64, 61, 63 in the gen­
eral expression for the maximum likelihood estimating equa­
tion (Equation 59), we obtain the estimating equations for the 
normal parameters p., a 
o . „ àL = 
5iT [l - p(t"*) + p(t'*) ] 
[P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] ff 
o = c dL = n - f«p(f«>] 
ào [1 - P(t"*) + P(t'*) J 
+ 
m [c1 *p(c ' *) - c"*P(c" *) ] 
[P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] 
n-m 
where 
+ 2 [ (xi - p.) /a]2 - (n-m), (125) 
i=l 
y* = (y - p.)/a (126) 
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and p(y) = p(y; 0,1) , P(y) = P(yy 0,1). The maximum likeli­
hood estimates ft, 8 of the parameters p., a are the values 
satisfying simultaneously the two estimating equations. The 
asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of (2, a is estimated 
as described in the section "For Two Parameter Distributions" 
of the chapter entitled "METHOD 1". 
For the special case in which there is but a single 
finite point of truncation or censorship, and the two esti­
mating equations are expressed in terms of the standard 
deviation a and the normalized point, say, of truncation t"* 
(t1* being - oo), it is possible to obtain a single equation 
in the one variable t"* which is easily solved, and whose 
solution leads to estimates of p. and a. See Cohen (1950) . 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
frequencies fy for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; p., a) is obtained from Equation 
60), and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating 
equations (Equations 93), with the values of d In p(y; p.,a)/dp. 
and d In p(y; p.,a)/da obtained from Equations 61, 63. The 
proportional allocation equations (Equations 91, 92) can be 
given explicitly when the quadrature approximations of Equa­
tions 88, 89 are specified explicitly. (We require that the 
sets of truncation and censorship, T and C, be approximated 
by finite intervals.) The probabilities Pr(YeT? p.,a) and 
Pr(YeC; p.,a) of Equations 88, 89 are approximated by quadra­
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ture formulas. Pr (YeT7 y.,cr) is written 
rt" J 
Pr (YeT; n,o) • / p(y? p., o) dy = (t"-t') 2 atp(yt? p.,o), 
d , t-0 
(127) 
where T • (t1, t") and 
y0 • t'; yt " y0 + t(t"-t')/J, t = 1, 2, • • •, J, (128) 
and the coefficients a-j-, such as those of Simpson's or 
Weddle's rule, satisfy 
J 
2 at = 1. (129) 
t-0 
Pr (Y Cj p., a) is approximated similarly in terms weights 
Wyc • (c"-c')ac applied to ordinates at J + 1 equally spaced 
points yc in the interval of censorship C (cf. Equation 89). 
Equations 88, 89 become 
fy. = ———t )at P(yt* P-,*), t = 0, 1, 2, • • ., J, 
[1 - P(t"*) + P(t'*) I 
(130) 
, m(c"-c')ac 
p(yC'* N,O), c - 0, 1, 2, • • •, J. 
yc [p(c"*) - P(c'*) ] c' 
(131) 
The estimating equations (Equations 93) simplify to 
J , J ( n-m 
T 2 yt fyt + 2 yc fy + 2 Yi fy.] 
t=0 r c-0 c i=l 1 
^ = J , J , n-m (132) 
[Jo f*t + Jo £y= + A £yi' 
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J J n-m 
[ 2 (Yt-K)2fy + 2 (yc-n)2f' + 2 (y±-p.) fy. ] 
t=0 z c=0 c i=l Jri 
a2 = , (133) 
J , J n—m 
{Jo£rt + C^o ^  + A £Vi] 
where fy^ = 1 for individual observed values yj_ in R', 
i - 1, 2, * • •, (n-m) . 
Let (^n, j^a) be an iteration estimate of (p., a )  . If 
(hp., hcr) is substituted for (p., a) in the expressions for 
fy, yeT, C, and these values are substituted in the right-hand 
sides of Equations 132, 133 to define, respectively, the 
functions 0(yi, ha) and ^(hp., ha), then Hartley's iterative 
procedure can be expressed compactly as (cf. Equation 101) 
h+lM- " <*(h^ h*)' (134) 
( o2)= n, a) . (135) 
h+1 n n 
A A 
The maximum likelihood estimates p., a are the limits ap­
proached by these iterates. The asymptotic variance-co-
A A 
variance matrix of p., a is estimated as described in the 
chapter entitled, "METHOD 2, HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
Consider the following numerical example to illustrate 
the application of Methods 1 and 2 to the normal distribution. 
The example is adapted from data given by Kendall and Stuart 
(1958) on page 140. A sample of size n • 85 is drawn from a 
normal distribution with a single interval of censorship 
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C = (64.5, 69.5) . There occur m = 58 observations in C and 
(n-m) = 27 measured observations x^, i = 1, 2, • • •, (n-m). 
These are: 61.0; 61.9, 62.1; 62.8, 62.9, 63.1, 63.2; 63.7, 
63.8, 63.9, 64.0, 64.1, 64.2, 64.3; 69.7, 69.8, 69.9, 70.1, 
70.2, 70.3; 70.8, 70.9, 71.1, 71.2; 71.9, 72.1; 73.0. For a 
convenient display of the data, we can round the values of 
observations xi to whole numbers and obtain the grouped sam­
ple distribution as given in Table 5. 
Table 5. Sample distribution (grouped for convenient display) 
Group mark 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 Total 
Frequency 1247-----6421 27 
m = 58 58 
n = 85 
It is desired to estimate the parameters p., a of the censored 
normal distribution from the sample described above. The 
estimating equations for Method 1 are (cf. Equations 124, 125) 
0 • • % .  [P<c"> -P(c">1 +(n.m, (136) 
[P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] a 
0 = = m [c'*P(c'*) ~ c"*p(c"*) ] 
[P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] 
, n-m n-m 
+ [ 2 x. - 2p. 2 Xj + (n-m)p.2] -(n-m) . (137) 
i=l i=l 
58 
n-m 
From the data, we have c' = 64.5, c" = 69.5, 2 x^ = 1806, 
i*l 
n-m 2 
2 XJ = 121,218.80. The results of Method 1 obtained from 
i=l 
an initial estimate QP. = 66 are summarized in Table 6 (cf. 
Table 1 above in the section "For Two Parameter Distributions" 
of the chapter entitled "METHOD 1") . We obtain p. = 66.9557, 
A  / S A  
a = 2.4806. The variance-covariance matrix of p., a is 
Table 6. Method 1, interpolation for estimates jî, a 
a p. from Li(p.,o)=0 p. from L2(p.,cj)™0 Difference 
r0 - 2.6744 xp. - 66.9571 g p. - 66.0000 0.9571 
20 = 2.4803 2p. = 66.9557 xp. = 66.9571 -0.0014 
CT = 2.4806 p. = 66.9557 0 
estimated from Equation 86. In that expression the deriva­
tives B2L/dp.2, d2L/dp.da = d2L/dadp., d2L/dff2 are obtained by 
differentiating Equation 59. With the help of Equations 61, 
62, 63, 64, the derivatives can be written as 
2 d^L _ r[c'*P(c'*) - c"*p(c"*) 3 
dp.2 [P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] 
_ m [P(c'*) -P(c"*)32 _ (n-m), (138) 
lP(c"*) - P(c'*) ]2 
a2 è2L = m([(c'*)2-l]P(c'*) - [ (c"*) 2-l]p(c"*)) 
dp.da [P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] 
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m 
[p(c'*) - p(c"*) ] [c1*p(c'*) - c"*p(c"*)] 
[p(c"*) - P(c' *) ]2 
- 2 (n-m) (x-n)/o (139) 
2 ^ 2^ _ m (C'*[ (c1*) 2-2]p(c«*) - c"*[ (c"*) 2-2]p(c"*)) 
da2 [P(c"*) - P(c'*) ] 
- m 
[c1 *p(c1 *) - c"*p(c"*) ]2 
[P(c"*) - P(c'*) ]2 
n-m n-m 
—j [ 2 x? - 2|i 2 Xj h- (n-m)p.2] + (n-m) 
a i=l i=l 
(140) 
We find 
V(n) 
A A A 
Cov(n, a) 
A A A A A 
Cov(P., a) V(CT) 
0.090650 0.000282 
0.000282 0.037251 
(141) 
The estimating equations for Method 2, Hartley's method, 
are obtained from Equations 131, 60; 132, 133 and are 
J , n-m 
M- = 
[==o Yc £y= + i-1 Yi fyi' 
J f n—m 
[2 f + 2 f ] 
c-0 i-1 yi 
(142) 
G2 = 
J o . n-m 
r 2 (yc-n) 2fy + 2 (y± -|i) Z f y  ]  
c=0 i=l 2_ 
J , n-m 
[2 fy + 2 fy.] 
c=0 i=l 1 
(143) 
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The results of Hartley's iterative procedure, using Weddle's 
rule in the quadrature approximation of Pr (YeC7 p., cr) of Equa­
tion 89 (cf. Equations 127, 128, 129), are summarized in 
Table 7. We obtain p. = 66.9555, a = 2.4804. 
Application to the Gamma Distribution 
The gamma parent distribution is defined in Equation 65. 
Let the incomplete data involve single intervals of truncation 
and censorship. The expression for dP(y? a, P)/da given above 
(Equation 67) cannot be expressed simply in terms of gamma 
distribution areas and ordinates, and, as a consequence, the 
maximum likelihood estimating equation 0 = dL/da cannot be so 
expressed. Hence estimation by Method 1 will not be con­
sidered for the parameter a. Using the values of the gamma 
derivatives dP(y7 a, p)/dp, d In p(y? a, p)/dp from Equations 
69, 68 in the general expression for the maximum likelihood 
estimating equation (Equation 59), we obtain the estimating 
equation for the gamma scale parameter (3 when the parameter a 
is known 
n - « dL - n [t'p(t'; a, 0) - t"p(t"7 a, p) ] 
° - 9 d6 -
[1 - P(t"7 a, p) + P(t'7 a, p) ] 
+ m [c'p(c1 ; a, p) - c"p(c"7 a, p)] 
[p(c"7 a, P )  - P(c'7 a, P ) ]  
+ (n-m)x/p - (n-m)a, (144) 
Table 7. Method 2, iteration for estimates jx, a 
Pseudo-frequencies ^ fyc 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1/20 5/20 1/20 6/20 1/20 5/20 1/20 
64.500 65.333 66.167 67.000 67.833 68.667 69.500 Total 
0 66 2 .7 
0 2 .994 16 .942 3 .487 19 .571 2 .774 10 .724 1 .508 58 .000 
1 66 .7921 2 .6050 
1 2 .280 14 .354 3 .263 20 .085 3 .100 12 .961 1 .955 57 .998 
2 66 .9262 2 .4868 
2 2 .110 13 .830 3 .241 20 .365 3 .177 13 .290 1 .988 58 .001 
3 66 .9499 2 .4806 
3 2 .086 13 .738 3 . 232 20 .382 3 .189 13 .370 2 .003 58 .000 
4 66 .9546 2 .4804 
4 2 .082 13 .721 3 .230 20 .382 3 .191 13 .387 2 .007 58 .000 
5 66 .9555 
A 
2 .4804 
A 
a 
c -
Iterate Estimates a° 
h hM- hCT Yc ~ 
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where x = ( 1/n1 ) 2 xj.. The maximum likelihood estimate $ of 
i=l 
the parameter p is obtained as the solution of the estimating 
A 
equation. An estimate of the variance of (3 is obtained as 
described in the section "Variance of the Estimate" of the 
chapter entitled "METHOD 1". 
Des Raj (1953) gives the maximum likelihood estimating 
equations and the asymptotic variance estimates for the 
Pearson Type III distribution expressed in terms of the popu­
lation mean p., standard deviation a, and third standard 
moment ag. He considers incomplete data involving truncation 
in a single tail or in both tails, or censorship in a single 
tail or in both tails separately, or censorship in both tails 
combined. Most results require that be known. For the 
special case in which there is but a single finite point of 
truncation or censorship, it is possible to obtain a single 
equation in one variable which is easily solved, and whose 
solution leads to estimates of p. and a, CX3 being known. The 
whole analysis is similar to that given by Cohen (1950) for 
the normal distribution. 
den Breeder (1955) gives the maximum likelihood equation 
for the gamma distribution scale parameter |3 when a is known 
in the special cases of truncation in a single tail or censor­
ship in a single tail. 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-
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frequencies fy for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y; a, P) is obtained from Equation 
65), and the solution of the maximum likelihood estimating 
equations (Equations 93), with the values of din p(y; a, |3)/da 
and din p(y? a, p)/dp obtained from Equations 66, 68. The 
estimating equations simplify to 
dL J i J n-m 
0 = 5E" = [ 2 fy In yt + 2 f ' In yc + 2 fy In yj 
t=0 ^ c=0 i=l 
j J n-m 
- [ 2 f + 2 f ' + 2 fy ] (in P + f  (a)/ ("(a)) , 
t=0 z c=0 i=l 1 
(145) 
o dL , J i J « n-im 
0 
=' a Sff = y0 yt fyt + c|o y= fyc + Yi fyj 
J , J , n-m 
- [ 2 f + 2 fy + 2 fy,], (146) 
t=0 Yt c=0 y° i=l yi 
where fy^ = 1 for individual observed values y^ in R', 
i = 1, 2, • • •, (n-m). The maximum likelihood estimates a, P 
of the gamma distribution parameters a, p are the limits ap­
proached by the iterates ^ a, hp in Hartley's two step itera­
tive procedure. The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of 
a, P is estimated as described in the chapter entitled "METHOD 
2, HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
Application to the Exponential Distribution 
The exponential parent distribution is defined in Equa­
tion 70, and is a special case of the gamma distribution 
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(Equation 65). Let the incomplete data involve single inter­
vals of truncation and censorship. Using the values of the 
exponential derivatives dP(y? 6)/de, d In p(y; e/de from 
Equations 72, 71 in the general expression for the maximum 
likelihood estimating equation (Equation 59), we obtain the 
estimating equation for the exponential parameter 6 (cf. 
Equation 144 with a = 1) 
0 = e — - n [t'P(t'; e) - t"p(t"; e)] 
de 
[l - p(t"; e) + p(t'7 e)] 
[c1 p(c1 ? e) - c"p(c" 7 e) ] 
+ m 
[P(c"7 e) - p(c'7 e)] 
+ (n-m)x/e - (n-m), (147) 
_ n' A 
where x = (1/n1) 2 x^. The maximum likelihood estimate 6 of 
i-1 
the parameter 6 is obtained as the solution of the estimating 
equation. An estimate of the variance of 6 is obtained as 
described in the section "Variance of the Estimate" of the 
chapter entitled "METHOD 1". 
For the special case of truncation in the lower tail, or 
censorship in the upper tail, or both of these, it is possible 
to obtain an explicit solution for the estimating equation. 
Let T ® (0, t") and C = (c1, co), so that we have truncation 
in the lower tail and censorship in the upper tail. Then 
t1 =0 and P(t17 e) =0, t'p(t' 7 6) = 07 c" = 00 and P(c"7 6) = 
1, c"p(c"7 6) = 0. The estimating equation becomes (cf. 
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Equation 147) 
0 - © É& = -n t"p(t" ; 0] 1_ xn —c ' p(c,' 7 9)— 
de [1 - P(t"; 6)] [1 - P(c'; e)] 
+ (n-m)x/© - (n-m) . (148) 
Using the identity 
[i - p(yy e)] - e p(y; e), (149) 
we can solve the estimating equation explicitly for 0=0, 
0 = x - nt"/(n-m) + mc'/(n-m) . (150) 
Deemer and Votaw (1955) give the maximum likelihood esti­
mating equation and the asymptotic variance estimate for the 
exponential distribution scale parameter © in the special 
cases of censorship or truncation in the upper tail. 
Hartley's method involves the computation of pseudo-fre­
quencies fy for yeT, C by proportional allocation from 
Equations 91, 92 (where p(y? 0) is obtained from Equation 70), 
and solution of the maximum likelihood estimating equation 
(Equation 93), with the value of d In p(y; 0)/d© obtained from 
Equation 71. The estimating equation simplifies to 
J ( J n—m 
[ 2 yt fy. + 2 Yc fyc + 2 y^ fy-3 
- ^  , r, 1 "1—. <-> 
[t=o £y*+ c=o £y=+ A £yi1 
where fy^ = 1 for individual observed values yj_ in R", 
i = 1, 2, • • •, (n-m). The maximum likelihood estimate © of 
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the exponential distribution parameter 6 is the limit ap­
proached by the iterates jj© in Hartley's two step iterative 
procedure. The asymptotic variance of 0 is estimated as 
described in the chapter entitled "METHOD 2, HARTLEY'S METHOD". 
Application to the Uniform Distribution 
The uniform parent distribution is defined in Equation 73. 
It is easy to verify that only in the case in which one subset 
of censorship includes the upper tail of the distribution (for 
example, C = (c1 y ©) is the likelihood function maximized at 
the point © which is the solution of the estimating equation 
dL/d© =0. In other cases, the maximum likelihood estimate 0 
is the smallest value that can be assigned to © in the light 
of the information in the sample (with complete data, for 
instance, © = xmax ) • Le^- incomplete data involve single 
intervals of truncation and censorship. We have T - (t', t") 
and C = (c', ©). Using the values for the uniform derivatives 
dP(y; ©)/d©, d In p(yy ©)/d© from Equations 75, 74, and the 
relation 
dP(0; ©)/d© » d(l)/d© = 0 (152) 
in the general expression for the maximum likelihood esti­
mating equation (Equation 59), we obtain the estimating equa­
tion for the uniform parameter © 
0 = © dL = n [t1P(t ' y 0) - t"p(t" y 0) ] 
de [1 - P(t"y 0) + P(t'y 0) ] 
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+ » c 'Pic'! e> (n-m) . 
[1 - P (c ' ; ©)] 
(153) 
On simplifying, we obtain the explicit solution 0-0 
0 = nc'/(n-m) - m(t" - t1)/(n-m). (154) 
The asymptotic variance of 0 can be approximated as described 
in the section "Variance of the Estimate" of the chapter en­
titled "METHOD 1". 
Hartley's method is not applicable to the uniform distri­
bution because for this distribution the estimate from com­
plete data is not obtained by setting the derivative of the 
log likelihood equal to zero, 
Nor in the special case T = (t', t"), C = (c', 0) where the 
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter 0 is obtained by 
setting dL/d© = 0 does Hartley's method reduce the estimation 
problem from incomplete data to that from complete data, for 
under the approximation (cf. Equations 87, 89, 127) 
dL/d© = 0. (155) 
(156) 
dPr (YeC; ©)/d© / 2 (c" - c')ac dp(yc; 6) /de, 
c=0 
(157) 
since c" in this case is a function of 6, c" = 6. 
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CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
Hartley's Method 
Consider a parent distribution, unspecified as being 
discrete or continuous, with parameter vector 6 = (0^, • • *, 
©g, • • •, ©g) as described in Equations 24a, 24b, 25. In­
complete data, general case, is defined above with the aid 
of Equations 26, 27, 28a, 28b. Our sample of size n consists 
of, say, mq counts (0 <( mq) from the subset of censorship 
Cq, q = 1, 2, • • •, Q (2 mq ^ n) , and n1 - n - 2 mg values 
from the untruncated, uncensored set R' = R-T-2 Cq. The log 
likelihood function for the incomplete data (cf. Equation 29) 
is L (©) = L, 
L-ln (const. [1 - Pr (YeT; 0) ] "n "Pf [Pr (YeCa; 0) ] P(x^; ©)) 
q=l i=l 
(158) 
In both the discrete and continuous cases, the maximum like­
lihood equations for estimating the parameter vector 6 = 
(0%, • • •, 0g, • • •, 0g) from incomplete (truncated and 
censored) data are (cf. Equation 32) 
0 = = - n ln[l - Pr(YeT; 0)] 
Q a n' , 
+ 2 mq in Pr(YeC_; 0) + 2 ln P(XV ©) ; 
q=l M des M i=i des 
s = 1, 2, • • -, S. (159) 
Let fy represent the observed frequency of the variate value y 
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for yeR' = R-T-2 Cq. In the continuous case, by using a 
quadrature formula approximation, we can write 
Pr (YeT; 9) = 2 wy p(y; 9), (160) 
yeT 
Pr(YeCa; ©) = 2 wv p(y; 9), q = 1, 2, • • Q, 
q yeCq Y (161) 
where the Wy are "weights". In the discrete case the above 
expressions are exact with all Wy equal to unity. It will 
sometimes be convenient to write the subset of truncation as 
T = C0 and to double index the elements y of Cq as y = (q, r) , 
q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, r = 1, 2, ' ' •, Rq. In this notation 
Equations 160, 161 can be written as 
Rq 
Pr(YeCa; 9) = 2 wqr P(q,r; 9), q » 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q. 
n=l 
(162) 
When the expressions of Equations 160, 161 are introduced into 
the estimating equations, we have (cf. Equation 37) 
+ 2 f g|- In p(y; 9), s = 1, 2, • • -, S. (163) 
yeR' s 
Now define "pseudo-frequencies" fy for yeT, Cq by "Propor­
tional allocation" as follows 
fy = n[l - 2 Wz p(z; 9)]-1[wy p(y; 9)], yeT, (164) 
zeT 
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f ' = mq[ 2 wz p(z; 9) ]-1 [wy p(y; 9)], yeCq, (165) 
zeCq 
q = 1, 2, • • Q. 
Substitution of these quantities into the estimating equations 
gives 
° = §9% = 2 fy ln P(Y: e) + 2 2 fy In p(y? e) 
s yeT oys q=l yeCq x des 
+ 2 fy Â&- In P(y; 9), s = 1, 2, * ' S. (166) 
yeR' r 
This is the form of the maximum likelihood equations for com­
plete data. Hartley's iterative maximum likelihood estimating 
procedure is, then, as follows. 
1. From an initial estimate q9 - (^9^, • • •, oes* ' ' ' ' 
Q9g) of 9, find the pseudo-frequencies fy = fy(Q9) 
for yeT, Cq. 
2. Using the observed frequencies fy, yeR' = R-T-2 Cq, 
and the pseudo-frequencies fy for yeT, Cq from Step 1, 
solve the estimating equations for completed data, 
0 » dL/d9s = BL(9; Q9)/d9s, s = 1, 2, ' • ', S, for 
an improved estimate ^9 = (^9^, • • •, © , • • •, 
j9g) of 9. Continue Steps 1 and 2 until convergence: 
Q9, ^9, • • • —> ê such that èL(9)/Ô9S = G, s = 
1, 2, • • «, S. 
This is Method 2, Hartley's method. 
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Convergence of the Iterative Procedure 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses A, B are sufficient to ensure 
the convergence of Hartley's iterative procedure. This will 
be stated formally as a theorem below. 
A. The partial derivatives dp(y; ©)/à©s, d2p(y; G)/àGgôGa 
exist and are continuous with respect to 0 for all s, 
a=l, 2, • • •, S, all yeR, and all 6 in the param­
eter space U. 
B. In the parameter space U there exists a bounded con­
vex set U1, and a point gG in the interior of U1, 
such that, with L°(fy; 6) representing the log like­
lihood function for complete data 
L°(fy: 9) = In H" [p(y; 0)]/? (167) 
yeR 
we have 
1. L°(fy? Q8) ) L°(fy* G') for all G' in the 
closure of the complement of U1 and all fy, 
2. the quadratic form -2 2 L° (f„? G)zgza is 
s=l o=l sa 
positive definite for all G in U' and all fy, where 
L°a(fy; G)= d2L°(fy? G)/dGs dea, (168) 
3. the quadratic form involving the log likeli­
hood function for incomplete data 
- 2 2 Lsa(G) zgzCT is positive definite for all G 
s=l 0=1 
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in U', where 
Lsa(e) - d2L(e)/des dea. (169) 
Theorem 
If the frequency or probability density function p(y; ©) 
of the random variable Y is such that Hypotheses A, B are 
satisfied, then, given the incomplete (truncated and censored) 
data in a sample of size n with, say, m^ counts in Cq, the 
approximations h© of Hartley's iterative procedure converge 
to an estimate © of © which satisfies the maximum likelihood 
equations for incomplete data. 
Proof of the convergence theorem 
There are four steps to the proof of the convergence 
theorem. We designate these by a, b, c, and d, and give an 
outline of the entire proof before examining in detail the 
individual steps. 
a. The iterative procedure is equivalent to successive 
maximizations of a certain pseudo-log likelihood function 
L*(f 7 ©), 
. f 
L*(fy; 6) = In TT [W p(y; ©) /fy] Y. (170) 
yeR 
Step 1 of the iterative procedure is equivalent to maximizing 
L*(fy? ft©) with respect to the fy under the side conditions 
2 fy - n[l - Pr(YeT; h6)]-1[Pr(YeT; h©)], (171) 
yeT 
y(fc fy = V q » 1, 2, • • Q. (172) 
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The resulting values ^ fy of the fy, yeT, Cg, give the unique 
absolute maximum of L*(fy; h©). Step 2 of the iterative pro­
cedure is equivalent to. maximizing L* (hfy; 6) with respect to 
6. By Hypothesis B, 2, the resulting value h+16 of 6* gives the 
unique absolute maximum of L*(hfy? 6). The sequence 
-{L* (hfy; h©)} IS monotonie non-decreasing and bounded from 
above, hence convergent. 
lim L*(hf ; h6) = L (173) 
h —>œ 
b. From the boundedness of U' and the continuity as­
sumptions, there exists in the interior of U' a limit point 
0* of the sequence {h©}> and a subsequence {g©} of {h©}- such 
that 
lim g0 = ©*. (174) 
g —>oo 
If f* is evaluated from 6* in the proportional allocation 
equations, yeT, Cq, and for each g - 1, 2, ' ' *, the fre­
quency gfy is evaluated from g© in the proportional allocation 
equations, then, by the continuity assumptions, 
lim f = f* (175) 
g —y oo 
for all yeT, Cg, and 
L*(f*; ©*) = lim L*( f ; g6) = L. (176) 
g —> co 
c. Let gfy bear the index h • h(g) in the original se­
quence {hfy}* Corresponding to each gfy of the sequence ^  gfy )-
there is a parameter vector estimate h(g)+1©, rewritten for 
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simplicity as g©', satisfying the maximum likelihood estima­
ting equations (Equations 166), or, equivalently, 
o - ÔL* (gfy" g©')/d©s = dL°(gfy; g6')/d©s, 
s = 1, 2, ' ' ', S. (177) 
There exists in the interior of U1 a limit point ©' of the 
sequence {g©1 )" and a subsequence -{f©1} of {g©1} such that 
lim f©' = ©'. (178) 
f —» oo 
For each f, we have that 
0 = Lg(ffy? f©'), s = 1, 2, • • -, S. (179) 
By the continuity assumptions, 
L*(fy; ©') = lim L*(ff ; f©') =0. (180) 
f —>oo 
Thus ©' is the unique value of © maximizing L * ( f y ?  ©) in 
Step 2 of the iterative procedure. But 
L*(f*; ©') = lim L*(ffv; f©') = L » L*(f*; ©*). (181) 
y f »oo y y 
It follows that ©' = ©*, and further that 
0 = Lg(fy; ©*) .= Lg (©*) , s = 1, 2, • • -, S, (182) 
where Ls(©) is defined in Equation 159. 
d. From the result Lg(©*) = 0, s = 1, 2, • • •, S, for 
any limit point 6* of the sequence {%©} , and the positive 
S S 
definiteness of the quadratic form - Z 2 L__(©)z_z_. for 
s=l a-1 sa S Œ 
all 6 in U' (a consequence of Hypothesis B,3), it follows that 
the sequence {%©} has a unique limit point 6* in the bounded 
closure of U' and hence is convergent to 6*. The sequence 
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"{hfy! "i"s convergent to f*. Finally, the expression 
0 = Ls (©*) , s = 1, 2, • • •, S, (183) 
states that 6* satisfies the maximum likelihood equations for 
incomplete data, e* = 6. 
a. We now show that Step 1 of the iterative procedure is 
equivalent to maximizing L*(fy? %6) with respect to the fy 
(cf. Equation 170) under the side conditions of Equations 171, 
172. For fixed ^0, the right-hand side of Equation 171 is a 
constant, which we shall denote by mg = mg(^0). Incorporation 
of the side conditions will be effected by elimination of the 
dependent variates. Denote T by C0 and let f be eliminated 
from each set of f = fy, y€Cg. Then the function L*(fy; h0) 
can be written as 
Q Rq 
L*(far: h©) = 2 2 fqr ln[wqrp(q,r; he] 
q=0 r=2 
Q Rq 
+ 2 (mq- 2 f )ln[w ,p(q,l; h©) ] 
q=0 r=2 M 
Q Rq Q Rq Rq 
- 2 2  f q r  I n  f q r  -  2  ( m q -  2  f q r ) I n ( m  -  2  f q r )  
q=0 r=2 q=0 r-2 r=2 
n 1 
+ 2 In p(x-j_; h©) . (184) 
i=l 
When the partial derivatives of L* with respect to the fgr 
(q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, r = 2, 3, • • •, Rq) are set equal to 
zero, we obtain 
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(185) 
(186) 
The fgr of Equations 186 satisfy the side conditions of Equa­
tions 171, 172, from which we obtain the identity 
Rq 
mq = [wqlP(q,l; h0) l™1^ - 2_ fqr)Pr(YeCq; h©) . (187) 
For each q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, Equation 186 is satisfied for 
fql, that is, for r = 1. Therefore, with Equation 187 sub­
stituted in Equation 186, recalling that mg = ITIQ (^0) repre­
sents the right-hand side of Equation 169, we obtain Equations 
164, 165, the proportional allocation equations of Step 1 of 
the iterative procedure. 
Next we show that the values ftfqr of the fqr in Step 1 
of the iterative procedure (Equations 186, 164, 165) give the 
unique absolute maximum of L*(fqr; ^0). With h© fixed, expand 
L* ( f ; h0) = L*(fqr) for an arbitrary point fgr 
(q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, r = 1, 2, • • •, Rg) in a second order 
Taylor series about the point hfqr* We obtain 
0 - 5f— = ln[wqrp(q,r; h0) ]-ln[w p(q,l; h0) ]-ln f 
qr " 
Rq 
+ In (mq - 2 fqr), q=0, 1, 2, * * , Q, 
r » 2, 3, • • Rq. 
Equations 185 simplify to 
i Rg 
fqr - [wqiP(g,l; he" (mq " 2 fqr,"qrP(9'1''- h9) 
r—2 
q = o, 1, 2, . . -, Q, r = 2, 3, • • •, Rc 
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L*<fqr> * L*(h£qr> + qMaL*(hfqr)/àfqrJ(fqr - hfqr) 
+ 0. 2 Z [a2L*(fqr)/Sfqr Bf ](f - h£qr) (£ ,r, 
q^r q ,r ^ ^ 
- h f q ' r - > '  1 1 8 8 1  
where fqr is on the line segment joining fqr, h£qr» But "by-
Equations 185, the second term on the right-hand side of 
Equation 188 is zero. By differentiating Equation 185 with 
respect to f ,r,, we can obtain the second partial deriva­
tives of L* with respect to the fqr, and show that the quadra­
tic form 
- 2 ^2 f [d2L*($qr)/dfqr dfqirl]zqrzqir, (189) 
is positive definite for all fqr(9 • 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, 
r = 1, 2, • • ', Rg). It follows from this result and Equa­
tion 188 that 
L*(%fqr) - L*(fqr> > °' (190) 
unless far = f for all q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, Q, r = 1, 
h qr 
2, • • •, Rq. That is, the values ffqr of fqr in Step 1 of 
the iterative procedure give the unique absolute maximum of 
L
*
( £ q r ' h e ) -
We shall show that Step 2 of the iterative procedure is 
equivalent to maximizing L*(^fq^; 6) with respect to 0, and 
that the value ^ +1© of 0 gives the unique absolute maximum 
of L*(hfqr* ©) . Let h© be given, h 0, and let hfqr 
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(q = 0, 1, 2, • • *, Q, r = 1, 2, • • ', Rg) satisfy Equations 
171, 172. Then the solution for 6 of the maximum likelihood 
equations for complete data (cf. Equation 166) 0 = 
dL0(^fqr: e)/deg, s = 1, 2, • • », S, is equivalent to the 
solution for 6 (cf. Equations 170, 166) of 
0 Rq 
0 = Ls<hfqr; ©> = 2 2 hfqr 55- ln P(9,r; 6) 
q-0 r=l oys 
n' ô 
+ 2 55- In p(x±; 6), s = 1, 2, • • -, S. 
i-1 5 
(191) 
By Hypothesis A, L*(hfqr* is continuous with respect to 6 
for all © in the closure of U', closed and bounded. And 
Lg(hfgr; 6) = dL*(^fqr; e)/d©s exists for all 6 in U' closure. 
By Hypothesis B,l, there exists a point Qe in the interior of 
U1 such that L°(fqr; g©) ^ L°^£qr* £or ©' the 
closure of the complement of U1. It follows that L*(^fqr? 9) 
assumes an absolute maximum at some point ^+1© in the interior 
of U1, and that jj+i® is among the solutions of Equations 191. 
By Hypothesis A, the second partial derivatives L gff = 
d^L*/des d6a exist and are continuous with respect to 6 for 
all 9 in U1, With ^ fqr fixed* expand L*(hfqr; e) = L*(6) for 
an arbitrary point 9 in C in a second order Taylor series a-
bout the point ^+1© in U'. We obtain 
L
*(®) • L*<h+1e) + z l*( e)(es - h+1es) 
-s=.i "Ti 
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+ £- S iiîa(S) (9s - h+1es) (60 - h+16„), (192) 
* S=1 0=1 
where © is on the line segment joining © and ^+1©, hence in 
U1 by the convexity. But , .6 satisfies Equations 191, so 
n-fl 
that the second term on the right-hand side of Equation 192 
is zero. From the positive definiteness of the quadratic form 
of Hypothesis B,2, it follows that 
L*(h+1©) - L*(6) >0, (193) 
unless ©s = h+1©g , s = 1, 2, • • •, S. That is, the value 
of © gives the unique absolute maximum of L*(^fqr? ©)• 
From the successive maximizations of the steps of the 
iterative procedure, we have 
LMoV 0e) ^ L*(0fgr' l®KL*(1£qr' Is' <L*<l£gr = 2e><----
(194) 
Thus the sequence {L*(hfgry h© }is monotonie non-decreasing. 
It is easily verified that each L*(^fgr; ^©) is bounded from 
above by zero. Hence the sequence is convergent. We can 
write for some real number L, 
lim L*(„ f ; he) = L. (195) 
h  >  o o  h q r  
b. It has been shown that ^ 6 is in the interior of U' 
for all %© in the sequence {^©1 • There exists a limit point 
6* in the closure of U', closed and bounded, and a subse­
quence {g©} of {ft©} such that 
lim g© - 6*. (196) 
g —>œ 
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* 
If f is evaluated from e* in place of © in the proportional 
allocation equations. Equations 164, 165, and for each 
g = 1, 2, • • •, the frequency gfgr is evaluated from ^6 in 
these equations, then, by the continuity assumptions of 
Hypothesis A, 
lin qfqr = ' q = °- 1' 2> ' ' Q> 
g —>oo y 
r - 1, 2, • • -, Rq. (197) 
It also follows from Hypothesis A and the form of Equation 170 
that L*(fgr; ©) is continuous jointly with respect to fgr and 
0, whence 
L - lim L*(hf ; h©)= lim L*( f ; 0)= L*(f* ; ©*). 
h 9 " 9 qr (X98) 
From Equation 198 and Hypothesis B,1, it follows that 6* is in 
the interior of U'. 
c. We now proceed to show that 0 = L*(f*r; ©*) for all 
s = 1, 2, • • •, S. Let gfgr bear the index h(g) in the 
original sequence {hfqr}» Corresponding to each gfqr of the 
sequence {gfqr} there is a parameter vector estimate 
h(g)+l©> rewritten for simplicity as ^6', satisfying the 
maximum likelihood equations (Equations 166), or, equivalently, 
Equations 191. 
0 = L*(gfqr; g©'), s » 1, 2, • • -, S. (199) 
There exists in the interior of U' a limit point ©' of the 
sequence {g©'}, and a subsequence {f©1} of {g©'} such that 
lim f©' = ©'. (200) 
f —vOO 
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Each f©' = h(f)+1e corresponds to an ffqr through Equation 199. 
From Equation 197 
lim f - lim gfqr = f* 9 = 0, 1, 2, • • Q, 
f —>oo 4 g —>oo 
r = 1, 2, ' * Rq. (201) 
By the continuity assumptions of Hypothesis A and the form of 
Equations 191, it follows that L*(fqr; 6) is continuous jointly 
with respect to fgr and 8, whence 
Lg(f*r; ©') = lim L*(ff ; f0') = 0, s = 1, 2, ' ' S. 
H f —»oo 
(202) 
Thus 6' is the unique value of © maximizing L*(f; ©) in 
Step 2 of the iterative procedure. But from Equations 194, 
195, 198, 
L*(fqr" ©') = lim L*(ffqr; f©')= L = L*(f*7 ©*). (203) 
f —>oo 
It follows that ©' = ©*, and hence from Equation 202 that 
Lg(f*r; ©*) = 0, s = 1, 2, • • -, S. (204) 
As observed earlier, the maximum likelihood estimating equa­
tions (Equations 166) and Equations 191 are equivalent. When 
these equations are expressed in terms of 6* and f*r, the 
latter evaluated from ©* in the proportional allocation equa­
tions (Equations 164, 165), then they express the relationship 
of Equations 163, 159—that 6* satisfies the maximum likeli­
hood estimating equations from incomplete data. Thus Equa­
tions 204 imply 
0 = SejT (©*) " Ls (©*) » s -1, 2, • • •, s. 
(205) 
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d. Finally, we show that the sequence {h©} has but a 
single limit point 6*, and is convergent to 9*. Let 9* and 
9** be two limit points of {ft©"} • Define 
9g = 9* + u(9g* -  9*) , 0 ^ u <( 1, S = lj 2, ' '  S, (206) 
and 
S 
0(u)  = 2 L s(9) (9** -  9*),  (207) 
s=1 
where 9 = (9^, ' ' ', 9g, • • •, 9g). The function 0(u) is 
continuous with respect to u for all 0 <[ u 1, and 0(0) • 
0(1) =0 by Equations 205. By the continuity assumptions of 
Hypothesis A, 0'(u) exists for all 0 u <( 1, 
S 
0« (u) = d[ 2 Ls(9) (9**- 9*) ]/du 
s"1 
S S 
= 2 (9g* - 92) [ 2 (dLg(9)/d9C T  ) (d9 /du) ] 
s=l o=l 
S s 
= 2 2 LS ( J(9) (9S  - 9S) (9** -  9g) .  (208) 
s=1 0=1 
Therefore, by Rolle's theorem, there exists a real number u, 
0 ^  u 1, such that 
<6' (u) = 0. (209) 
If we write 9 = (9^, • • •, 9g, • • •, 9S), where 
9S = 9* + u(9**- 9*), s = 1, 2, • • -, S, (210) 
then 
S S 
0 •  0' (ïï)  = S 2 LS f f(9) (9g  - 9g) (9j* -  9*) .  (211) 
s—1 0=1 
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But e* and 6** are in the convex set U', so that © is in U'. 
By Hypothesis B,3, the quadratic form in Equation 211 is 
negative definite. Therefore 
(©** - 6*) = 0, s = 1, 2, • • -, S. (212) 
That is, ©** = 6* and the sequence {%©} has but a single 
limit point ©*, which is in U', bounded. It follows that the 
sequence {h6} convergent to ©* and the sequence {^f ^ j is 
* 
convergent to f^. The result of Equations 205 states that ©^ 
the limit of the sequence , satisfies the maximum like­
lihood equations for incomplete data, 9* = 6. 
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